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In Our 96th Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 29, 1975

Abandoned Car
Harvest Begins
Here Next Week

By NANCI PETERSON
Why are members of the Calloway
County 4-H Club sponsoring an abandoned
car harvest this summer? Clearing local
roadsides of obsolete rusted bodies is
certainly a large part of the reason. But
where will the cars spotted and hauled
away by a state-owned truck end there
lives?
Perhaps a part of some Calloway County
resident's car will be in the aluminum can
which holds his carbonated beverage, or in
the copper wiring of his telephone. Cars
can be recycled.
An average car has 3,199 pounds of
material valuable to a junk dealer, including bundle and cast iron, copper, zinc,
aluminum and lead. The total value of this
poundage to the merchent is $55.94, and
can only be realized after expensive
shredding and sorting of the materials.
Despire a recent switch in Pittsburgh,
PA,from open hearth furnaces to oxygen
furnaces which requires less scrap steel,
some scrap companies have plenty of
business.
"There doesn't have to be an old car,
problem in this district. We'll take all the
cars there are," Carl S. Ablon, president of
Luria Bros. & Co. of Cleveland, told
Business World in 1970. Luria, using
modern equipment, sells auto scraps to
motor companies for melting and use in
new cars.
In the same issue of Business World,
Nathan Addlestone, chairman of a leading
Pittsburgh scrap-dealing corporation, said
no area with less than a population of
300,000 could support a shredder. Such a
piece of equipment costs around $3 million.
Because of the high costs, a method was
needed to transport cars from their rural
locations to the shredding site, and the
mobile car-crusher was conceived. Such a
crusher will be located in Calloway County
after the Kentucky state department for
natural resources and environmental
protecUon has hauled all the released
vehicles to one of two central storage sites.
On a nationwide basis, 80-88 per cent of
all junked cars are recycled. "We hope to
have an even higher collection and
recycled rate in the county," said Fred

Graduation
Tonight At
Local Schools
exercises
tor
Commencement
graduating seniors at Calloway County
High School and Murray High School will
be held tonight in separate ceremonies.
The Murray High graduation, originally
scheduled to be held at Ty Holland
Stadium, has been moved to MSU's Lovett
Auditorium according to John Hina, asst.
principal.
Graduation lercise,s for the Calloway
High seniors ill be held at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Both ceremonies will begin at 8 p.m.

Showers Today
Warm and humid today, with a few
periods of showers and thundershowers,
highs in the low and mid 80s. Warm and humid tonight and Friday, with showers and
thundershowers likely. Low tonight in the
upper 60s to around 70. High Friday in the
low and mid 80s.
Winds becoming southeasterly and increasing to 10 to 15 miles per hour by afternoon, and southerly around 10 miles per
hour tonight.
Outlook for Saturday, little change.
Warm and humid, with a chance of thundershowers.

Gillum, extension agent for Calloway
County and in charge of the area 441 clubs'
junked car removal project.
Having an out-of-use automobile hauled
off for recycling is free of charge to county
residents this June, and the only
requirement is completidn of a release
form signed by the owner and witnessed by
two people.
These forms are available at and must
be returned to the Calloway County Extension Office at 209 Maple or the Calloway
County Judge's Office in the courthouse.
Vehicles will be picked up by a stateowned truck beginning the first week of
June, accoralg to Judge Robert 0. Miller
who turned the project over to the 1I-H for a
service project. Once crushed the cars will
be removed to a shredding site, and the
environment-protecting cycle will be
complete.

LBL Manager
Denies Knowing
Of Atomic Study
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - The
manager of the Ladd Between the Lakes
yesterday denied any knowledge that the
area was being considered for a nuclear
park.
"We are not aware of any Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NBC) study
reportedly being made of this area as the
possible site for a nuclear park," declared
Dr. Frank Holland.
"We know of no NRC persons who may
have been making such a study and, in our
opinion, the idea seems ridiculous," he
added-.
Holland's statement came one day after
a commission official said such a park is
being studied as a possibility in $tewart
County, Tenn.
Holland said the 170,000 acres in Western
Kentucky and Tennessee are "dedicated to
be used as a national demonstration of
outdoor recreation and environmental
education as far as the Tennessee Valley
Authority ( TVA) is concerned. It will
remain_ just that."
He further stated that WA has not been
contacted regarding any such study and
the NRC "is likely to find little cooperation
if it suggests the Land Between the Lakes
as the site for a nuclear park."
Confirmation that the Stewart County
site was one of four across the country
being studied came from Kenneth M.
Clark, regional information director in
Atlanta for the commission.

The vote as it stands now has two persons, Ruby Dell Hale and Loyd Arnold,
tied for the sixth spot on the ballot with
1,051 votes each.
Harris said this morning that if the
recanvass, which is simply a recount of the
votes on the machines in the city precincts
and the absentee ballots, substantiates the
tie, the Calloway County Election Commission would make the decision on how to
break the tie. The possibility of a coin toss
has been mentioned.
In another development in the tie vote,

For the first time since 1934, the Murray
First United Methodist Church will host
the four-day annual session of the Memphis Annual Conference.
It will be only the fourth time in the
history of the 136-year old conference that
has been held in Murray, and approximately 113,000 United Methodists will
-s be represented.
Meeting June 1-4 in Murray more than
600 ministerial and lay delegates from
West Tennessee and West Kentucky will be
in attendance. The conference will be held
in Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State
University campus.
"Our job is to entertain the conference,"
said Dr. James Fisher, minister of the
local church,"And we're certainly looking
forward to it."
• Two dormitories at Murray State have
been reservtd for those attending the
conference, Fisher said.
Bishop H. Ellis Finger, Jr., resident
biship of the Nashville Area, will preside.
Hosting the event will be the ministers of
PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS—These cars are located somewhere
in Calloway
Murray's First United Methodist Church,
County, and it is cars like them that are the target of the junked
car removal
Dr. J. A. Fisher and Mickey Carpenter.
project being sponsored by the local 4-H dub and the Kentucky
state departWilliam G. Adams, minister of Fulton
ment for natural resources and environmental protection. Cars like
these will be
First, is the conference secretary.
hauled away free of charge after release forms are signed and returned
to the
The theme for the conference will be
Calloway County Extension Office at 209 Maple.
"The Church of the Warm Heart-Its Past,
Photo by Nanci Peterson
Its Polity, Its Priorities." Spiritual emphasis will be focused on this theme by the
conference preachers, Dr. Paul A. Duffey,
Edward E. Bufford, and Dr. William E.
Knickerbocker.
Dr. Duffey will preach at the 7:30
Sunday and Monday evening worship
services. A native of the conference, Dr.
Duffey is minister of the First United
Two contracts have been awarded as were as follows.
Methodist Church, Montgomery, Ala. He
part of the current improvement program
The low bid for the Hazel and Lynn
by the Mayfield based West Kentucky 4ove project was $368,374.80 by Henkles
Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation. and McCoy,- 1, Elkhart, Ind. The
The two latest contracts call for im- number two bid was $373,525.70 by Burnup
provement in WKRTCC customer service and Sims, Inc., Palm Beach, Fla. ,\
in the firm's Hazel, Lynn Grove and New
The low bid for the New Concord project
Concord telephone exchanges
was $688,614.60 by Richards and
The WKRTCC currently is engaged in assoeiates, Carrolton, Ga. The number
other service upgrading projects in, two bid was $736,844.91 by Electrom, Inc..
There has been a marked change in the
Fairdealing, Hardin and Kirlcsey.
Paoli, Ind.
makeup of Calloway County families in the
WKRTCC general manager Percy Finks
Last few years.
said his agency's total improvement
The proportion of husband-wife families
program will cost approximately $8
has dropped, with the result that more
million when completed,in 1978. At that
households are now headed by women.
time, he said, all WKRTCC customers will
That has been the trend, also, in most
be served by one-party telephone lines
other sections of the country. A recent
Awarding of the two latest contracts
Commerce Department study indicates
followed bid openings at the company
that the number of families headed by
Registration. for University School's women has been rising rapidly, especially
office last Wednesday. In commenting on
Summer School will. be from 8:30-11:00 a. since 1970.
the new contracts and the other im_
_
m. in the lobby of University School on
provement work currently in progress by
At that time there were 6.11 million such
Monday, June 9. This summer school will families in the United States. The number
the firm, Finks said his agency "is proud
include kindergarten through the sixth
to be in position to offer this service."
has increased by more than 1 million since
grade and the program will run from June then.
The most recent contracts awarded
9 to July 25th with classes meeting daily
In Calloway County, in 1970, there were
from 8:30 to 11:30.
469 families that were led by women, the
In the kindergarten program, priority census count showed. That represented 6.5
will be given to children who will be en- percent of the total.
tering the first grade in the fall and have
It is estimated that this figure has grown
had no previous kindergarten experience. to approximately 7.5 per cent at the
A tuition of $37.50 will be charged.
present time, based upon a national
Students may contact University School sampling survey conducted by the Com(762-22961 and have their name placed on a
merce Department.
Pam Young of Rt. 8, Murray, in a letter to
pre-registration list. For further inThroughout the nation as a whole, the
this newspaper, alleged that even though
formation contact Dr. Janice Hooks, average is 12.4 per cent. It is somewhat
she is a resident of the city, she was not
Director, University School, Murray State
lower than that for the white population
permitted to vote in the city council race.
University, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
but considerably higher among black
Miss Young said in her letter that she
was "instructed to vote at Calloway High,
( a precinct that did not include the aty
council race ) and her parents, who live at
the same address, voted at the courthouse.
When asked about the complaint this
morning, Harris said that the computerized list of registered voters used it'
the election had Miss Young as a voter in
Rev. Martin 0. Mattingly, pastor of St.
the Calloway High precinct and that her
Leo's
Catholic Church, Murray, will
precinct was not changed following the
celebrate his 25th year of priesthood on
recent annexation to the city.
Friday. May 30, with a Silver Jubilee Mass
Harris said his office is investigating the
at five p. m.
situation and would issue a report when
Following the service a celebration will
the investigation is completed.
be held at the Murray Woman's Club
House at seven p. m. The dinner to honor
their pastor of fourteen years will be given
for him by St. Leo's Parishoners.
Born in Curdsville, Ky., Rev. Mattingly
is the son of the late Ignatius Mattingly,
and Mable Meme I Green Mattingly who
resides with him at St. Leo's rectory on
contestant eligible.
North 12th Street.
Little Miss Murray-Calloway County He attended elementary schools in
1975 will be crowned by the 1974 Little Miss
Curdsville and Owensboro and attended
Murray-Calloway County, Little Miss
Owensboro Catholic High School for two
Andrea Kay Galloway, and will serve
years. He finished his high school work at
along with a court of four runner-ups for
St. Mary's Colbege, Ky., where he also
the coming year.
acquired two years of college work. He
Each contestant will receive a token for
continued his studies at St. Mary's
Rev. Martin 0. Mattingly
entering the pageant and a small prize
Seminary in Baltimore, Md., and received
from one of the businesses in Mural'
the Bachelor of Arts degree in June 1946
pastoral care of the mission church of St.
Little Miss Murray-Calloway Count) and the Bachelor of Theology in June 1948.
Leo's in Murray.
1975 and her court will receive trophies
Rev. Mattingly was then transferred to
Completing his studies for the
and an array of prizes.
Immaculate Conception Church at
priesthood, Rev. Mattingly earned the
Parents wishing more informai:on
Hawesville serying as pssistant pastor.
Master of Arts Degree and the Licentiate
concerning the Little Miss Murray'
Of Theology Degree in May 1950. He was
During this time he was also assigned as a
Calloway County pageant can contact anY
professor at Brescia College, Owensboro,
ohlained on May 30, 1950 and celebrated
of the Tau Phi Lambda sorority members
his first mass on June 5, 1950.
teaching philosophy and theology.
or Mrs. Sandra Henry at 753-6781 or Mrs
He began his ministry with the temIn October 1955, he was appointed pastor
Martha Andrus at 753-3862.
porary
of St. Anthony Church in Browns Valley,
assignment
at
summer
Only a limited number of aklicants1 w111
continuing his teaching duties at Brescia
Whitesville later he was assigned to
be...taken for the pageant, so don't delay,
Sacred Heart Church in Hickman from the
College.
and stand in your applications today for the 'summer of 1950 to the summer of 1952.
On August 24, 1961, he was sent to
Little Miittnt, officials said
Part of his responsibilities there was the
Murray as St. Leo's first resident pastor

Contracts Awarded For
WKRTCC Improvements

Little Miss Murray-Calloway County To
Be Selected In Pageant Here On July 11
The third annual Little Miss Murray'talloway County pageant sponsored by the
Omicron Alpha Chapter of the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the
World will be held July 11, 1975, at the
University School Auditorium at Murray
State University.
Contestants must be at least three and
no more than five years of age as of July
11, 1975, to be eligible to enter the pageant.
They must also be residents of Murray
and-or Calloway County and not yet attended kindergarten.
The contestants will be judged by out of
town judges and judging will be done on a
point system based on natural charm,
poise, beauty, and personality. The tontestants will be judged while modeling a
sportswear outfit and a party dress. The
clothing worn by the contestants will not
be judged, only how becoming they are to
the child.
Applications are now being taken for, the

conkstants entering the pageant. An
application form can be found in this
newspaper and additional applications will
be made available at the People's Bank,
Bank of Murray, Mother Goose Fashions,
Lad and Lassie, and the North and
Southside IGA's. The additional application forms will be available at the end
of this week.
The completed applicatien forms should
be sent to Carol McDougal, Chairman of
the pageant,at 1307 Poplar, Murray, along
with a 3 x 5..photograph of the entrant.
These photoeaphs will be used in the
newspaper. Applltations should be
completed and returnectricklater than June
20-, 1975.
Each contestant will need to solicit a
sponsor for the pageant. The sponsor May
be the child's parents or a place of
business. The registration fee is $15.00 and
will have to aecompany the application
form of each contestant to make the

One Section — 14 Pages

Annual Methodist
Conference Opens
Here This Sunday

Recanvass Of Votes To
Be Held Friday Morning
Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris will recanvass the vote in the Ward
A, city council race at 10 a. m. Friday to
make certain that no errors were made in
the tabulation.

15' Per Copy

was born in Brownsville, Tenn.
Mr. Bufford, pastor of Centennary
United Methodist Church in Memphis, the
conference's largest black congregation,
will preach on Tuesday evening, June 3.
Dr. Knickerbocker, who occupies the
United Methodist chair at the Memphis
Theological Seminary and who is a
Wesleyan theology expert, will speak each
morning, June 2-4, at 8:30. His theme will
be "The Church of the Warm Heart."
A memorial service for eight deceased
ministers and seven ministers' wives or
See Methodist, Page 14)

Need. A.
New (Old)
Barn? Free!
A barn located on the site of the
new Murray-Calloway County Park
must be removed and will be given
free to whoever wants to remove it
according- to local officials.
County Attorney Sid Easley, a
member of the joint park committee, Said that the barn must be
removed within the very near future
and added that anyone that wanted
it could have the barn just for
removing it from the site.
Interested persons should contact
Gary Hohman, park supervisor, at
753-7640 or Galen Burkeen, supervisor of construction of the new
park, at the site of the new facility.

Seven Per Cenf Of Local
Families Headed By Women

Registration For
Summer Session At
Lab School Planned

people.
The rapid change in household composition is attributed, to a large degree, to
the rising rate of family dissolutions, via
divorce or separation.
Since 1970, the number of women who
have become heads of families because of
such breakups has increased at the rate of
270,000 a year. Between 1960 and 1970, in
contrast, the increase was only a third that
fast, 91,000 a year.
The other major sitpation in which
.women have had to take charge was
created by the death of their husbands.
Whichever it was that led to their
present status, these women had thrust
upon them the responsibility of running the
home, making a living and, if there were
children, raising them alone.
Nationally, it is brought out, 1 out of
every 7 American children under the age
of 18 are being raised solely by their
mothers. This compares with 1 out of 12 in
1960.
Of the families in Calloway that are
headed by women, the latest official
tabulation shows that 214 of them have
children under 18 and that 67 of that
number have children under 6.
I.

Rev. Mattingly To Celebrate
25th Year Of Priesthood Friday
and to serve as the first Catholic Chaplain
at Murray University. He organized the
Newman Club for the Catholic students in
October 1961, and served as the chaplain
until the spring of 1969. He also was a
member of the Campus Chaplain
Association and served as president.
Rev. Mattingly is presently engaged as a
staff member of the United Campus
Ministry, and is also the chairman of the
land Between the Lakes Ministry.
A member of the Murray Ministerial
Association, Rev. Mattingly has served as
president and acted as the steward for the
"Funds for the Poor.- He has worked with
the Calloway County Council on
Alcoholism and over the years has been
president, secretary, and treasurer. In
addition, he was appointed by the Mayor of
Murray as a member of the Human Rights
(See Mattingly, Page 14)
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Mrs. Henry McKenzie Becomes 204
President Of Kentucif PIO Chopter
By MeWe Horan
Mrs. Henry McKenzie,
organizer of Chapter M of P. E.
0. in Murray in 1964, became
the 20th president of Kentucky
State Chapter at the annual
convention recently. The
meeting was held May 18-20 at
Ramada Inn, Louisville,
Chapter E hostess.
Also attending the convention
from Murray were Mrs.
Maurice P. Christopher, local
A.
C.
president, Mrs.
LaFollette, vice-president, Mrs.
Paul W. Sturm, program cochairman, Mrs. Lawrence N.
Clark and Professor Clark.
Professor and Mrs. Clark,
noted musicians of Murray
State University, presented the
vocal and organ music for the
Memorial Hour of RememChapter M's president and two other members were among those who honored Mrs. Henry brance conducted by Mrs.
McKenzie at a patio supper at Mrs. Paul Sturm's home. They are from left to right, Mrs. Gene E. McKenzie on Sunday evening at
Hendon, Mrs. Christopher, local president, Mrs. Edith Heise and Mrs. McKenzie, president of Beargrass Christian Church.
Mrs. Christopher assisted Mrs.
Kentucky State Chapter of P.E.O.(a philanthrop and educational organization.)
McKenzie by placing red
carnations in an arrangement
as memories of the twelve
recently deceased members
were read. Mrs. LaFollette read
"The
from
scriptures
from
and
Apocrypha"
Proverbs. Memorial Message
by the Murray leader was
Mr. and Mrs. Hassell
"Shadow and Light."
Kuykendall entertained with a
Dorothy Burke McKenzie has
patio party in honor of Jimmy
been a member of P. E.0.since
Cain and his fiance, Miss
November 8, 1921. Her mother
Marketia Orr, on Saturday,
was president of Chapter CN,
with purchase of
May 17, at seven p. m. at their
Monett, Mo. and initiated her
home, 1715 Plainview Drive,
daughter. Mrs. McKenzie, wife
Murray.
of the Rev. Henry McKenzie, a
Presbyterian
distinguished
with
This was a cookout
minister, has held all the offices
hamburgers and
grilled
in P. E. 0. chapters either in
homemade ice cream. The
• Non-Allergenic
Missouri, Ohio, Michigan or
hosts presented the bridal
• Surgical Stainless Steel
Kentucky. She served four
grill as a
patio
a
with
couple
• 24 Kt. Gold Overlay
years on the Michigan State
gift.
Board and was elected to the
• All Ear Piercing Done
Present for the occasion were
Kentucky State Board in 1970.
By Trained Specialist
Vicky Butterworth, Jerry
Miss
The new prepident was born
Each
•
White, Miss Anita Chaney, in Mount Vernon, Mo. She atFri.-Sat.
Graves Burkeen, Miss Suzanne
tended Stanford University for
Dick, Bill Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
three years; has done other
Dewey Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
college work at Southwest
Edwin Cain, the honored
Missouri State Teachers'
couple, and the hosts.
College, Springfield Business
College and Murray State
University.
were
laws
In 1788 harsh salt
Mrs. McKenzie is a member
credited with helping bring
of local Presbyterian groups,
about the French Revolution.
American Legion Auxiliary,

Each Frid

Patio Party
For Couple
Held, Home

and Satur

FREE
EAR
PIERCING

Magazine Club, and Alpha and
Creative Arts Departments of
the Murray Woman's Club. She
is currently president of Alpha
Department. The McKenzies
are parents of two sons, Hillis
and Douglas, both college
professors. Douglas, San Antonia College, attended open
sessions of the state convention
to be with his mother for the
occasion.
Upon the return of the
delegates to Murray, Mrs.
Sturm hosted a salad supper at
her home in honor of the newly
2lected state president. Fifteen
members attended to pay
tribute to their organizer and.
giwing star.
COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Friday, May 30
Dance students of Lyndia
Cochran will be presented in a
recital at
Lovett
MSU
auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The
public is invited and there is no
admission charge.
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride starting at 7:30 p.m. at the
riding pen on the Van Cleve
Road. Concession stand will be
open
Saturday, May 31
Kentucky Lake Country
Music Barn will have its grand
opening.prograrn at eight p.m.

Ear Piercing Earrings
at $8"

a
;
.

•

Sunday, June 1
Homecoming and memorial
day services will be held at
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church.
Homecoming will be held at
Goshen United Methodist
Church with Rev. Charles Lynn
Parker speaker at the morning
worship.

Mason Circle Hears Program By Mrs. Linda Clark
The Mason Circle of the
United
Chapel
Mason's
Methodist Church met May 15 in
the home of Mrs. Sharon Myatt.
Mrs. Renee Linn had the
devotion and then turned the
program over to Mrs. Marti
Adams who introduced the
guest speaker, Mrs. Linda
Clark, assistant professor of
infant and maternity care,

Mrs. Adams and Mrs. Sherla
Underwood informed the group
about Marie Yazie, their
adopted American Indian girl.
Mrs. Adams had received a
letter from her, and Mrs. Underwood ' reported on the
distribution of money to Marie
Yazie.
The group welcomed a guest,
Mrs. Judy Walker. Others attending not mentioned above
were Mrs. Sheila Tidwell and
Mrs. Kay Lowe. The group
enjoyed the lovely refreshments
provided by the hostess, Mrs.
Sharon Myatt.

Murray State University.
Mrs. Clark gave a very informative talk on "Pregnancy,
Child Birth and Delivery."
Using amusing incidents
throughout her talk Mrs. Clark
also answered questions from
the group. The president, Mrs.
Coleen Linn, presented Mn
Clark with a necklace from the
group.

Pottertown Hornemakers_Ciub
Meets At Kentucky Village

The Pottertown Homemakers piano for group singing and
Club held its regular meeting at Mrs. Mary Gertzen directed
Kentucky Dam Village on games.
New officers elected were
Wednesday, May 14, at ten ails.
all colors
with Mrs. Nola
Lewis, Mrs. Lewis, president; Mrs.
Bobbie Cook, vice-president;
president, presiding.
Mrs. Pattye Overcast gave Mrs. Iva Alford, treasurer;
the devotion using Isaiah 14:13 Mrs. Delores Zinkovich
642-4565
as her scripture. She used a secretary.
South and 695
641
Hwy.
The June llth meeting will he
story on "Making The World
of Paris, Tenn.
south
ma*
I
Better and Starting With Me." at ten a.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Iva Alford, secretary,
called the roll with members
•
answering with a household
7:20,9:20+ 2:30Sun.
hint.
Present were twenty meinhers and three visitors Mrs.
Dorothy Simon, Mrs. Dolly
Lorinz, and Mrs. Rose Zemmerman who became new
members. Mrs. Louise Sommers was welcomed back after
an absence of one year.
The lesson on "Health
Department" was presented by
t
lc
Mrs. Louise Short. She said the
department was well staffed t.
with a well qualified staff and
stressed the service is free and
should be used as paid for by
BALTON
ANNA CALDER MARSHALL TIMOTHY
as Hesce
taxes. A pap smear clinic is held
as Car"
Ekay ewoNTE 5
once each month.
"Art of Conversation" was
the lesson presented by Mrs.
Nola Lewis. A round table
discussion followed.
Lunch was served at noon.
Mrs. Louise Short played the

Old Salem Baptist Church will
have its first year anniversary
observance.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jones will
have open house at their home
on Murray Route Three from
two to five p.m. in celebration of
their golden wedding anniversary.
United Daughters of Confederacy will host the 167th
_ birthday celebration of Jefferson Davis at the monument
at Fairview with a barbeque at
11:30 a m. and program at 1:30
p.m.
I
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Academy Award 1
Winner - Best Actor

Art Carney
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BIRTHS

7:25, 9:30 + 2:30 Sat., Sun.

STRANAK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Linn Stranak of
Montreat, North Carolina, are
the parents of a baby boy, John
Hayden, weighing eight pounds
thirteen ounces, born on
Saturday, May 24, at a hospital
in Asheville, N. C.
They have one other son,
Michael Wade, age four. The
father is a teacher at Montreat
Anderson College.
Grandparents are Mrs. Mike
Stranak of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Otha Munsey of Kuttawa.
Great grandfather is J. E. Linn
of Kuttawa.

Everyman dreams of having the "perfect" wife.
The men of Stepford have done something about it...
something that changes women into,"The Stepford Wives"
Something strange is
happening in the town
Steptord.

THE

STEPFORD
WIVES
A Callifiga PICTURES arti PAL0144/1 FIRMS IMMIN101141.
Proaamaric A Flaw Own Ammo Prelim

Late Show Fri. - Sat. 11:40
Call Theatre for Title

The Murre,
Ledger S. Time.
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Bridal Shower At Community
Room Held For Miss Miller

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Teleplosas

p.

p.
p
.

7814541

The Showcase extends
their best wishes to
Tonia McKendree and
Greg Travis who were
married on May 23.

Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss LaRhea
Miller, bride-elect of Ricky
Stewart, was the bridal shower
held on Tuesday, May 13, at
seven p. m. at the Community
Room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan building.
The hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion were Betty
Dowdy and Jackie Stewart.
For the occasion Miss Miller
selected to wear a pant suit of
pink and blue and was
presented a corsage of red roses
and tiny white baby's breath by
the hostesses.
After a 'contest game, the
honoree opened her gifts
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The Independence United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Thursday, May
1, at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Maurite Burkeen conducted the program on "Four
Nuggets of Friendship."
were
projects
Future
discussed during the business
session. Mrs. Mary Phillips
read the minutes and Mrs. Livie
Fennell gave the financial
report.
Present were nihe women
who joined the eight men for
refreshments in the fellowship
hall.

e

VV Awn
.
#

ROGER N1OOKIE
JANES IIOND
007'

apher
acknowledging
preciation of each one.
Refreshments of punch and a
variety of cookies were served
from a table overlaid with a red
lace cloth centered with a large
candle in a decorative floral
base.

Church Women
Meet, Church
• David!
Harelwoo4

THRU WED •2 A-C-T-1-0-N Hits!

-GUEST HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bucy
and son, Jimmy, of St. Louis.
Mo., Mrs. Fannie Todd of
Detroit, Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs, Houston Todd of Florida
have been the guests of Mrs.
Katie Simmons, 1017 Payne
Street, Murray.

—THE MAN
WITH'THE
GOLDEN

Each Feature Shown Once Sun. thru Thurs.
First Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat.
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Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1975

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Stellar influences now indicate progress, quicker advancement. Emphasize your
special ability to tie things up
adeptly and with little fanfare.
Avoid extremes, however.

judgments and don't jump to A good outlook. But handle
unwarranted conclusions or you "musts" before embarking on
could make serious errors.
the new interests promised in
CANCER
day's splendid activity forecast.
( June 22 to July 23) 00SCORPIO
You are mostly on your own (Oct 24 to Nov. 22) MieV
now. Use all your skills and Some unusual situations
employ to advantage any new indicated. In all dealings, be
suggestions that can be worked direct. Avoid devious tactics or
into your program nicely.
approach, and give others the
LEO
benefit of any doubt.
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
SAGI1TARIUS
A good period for revitalizing (Nov.
23 to Dec. 21)
TAURUS
all projects, for capitalizing on
Avoid any urge to take foolish
(Apr. 21 to May 21) diA1, unusual ideas and up-dating
Personal matters may trou- methods. Many hidden benefits chances, but don't hesitate to
make changes if the potentials
ble you. Review them calmly, await you.
look good. Foresight needed!
dispassionately. Perhaps you VIRGO
CAPRICORN
are overemphasizing certain ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
(
angles. There's not real need for Put a bit more spark into your Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
A day in which to make new
anxiety.
endeavors, thus to bring others' starts
— in new directions; to
GEMINI
attention to your efforts. Your lead rather
than rather than to
( May 22 to June 21)
ingenuity at a peak now.
follow. Stellar influences favor
Avoid tendencies toward LIBFLA
the pioneer.
impulsiveness. Make no hasty ( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) sOe
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Planetary influences favor
the soundly progressive thinker. Forget
past , disappointments. Your mind should
be on present (and future)
aspirations and goals.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some unexpected situations
could throw you off the track,
cause confusion or misunderstanding. Be alert: Don't be
impulsive in either speech or
action.
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Untenable Triangle:
Him,Her—and Mom

• „ii• J,1
In 40

By Abigail Van Buren
0 1975 by Chic•go TrIbun•-N Y N.i Synd , Inc

DEAR ABBY: I am unmarried with two small children. I
don't love their father, although we live together because
it's convenient. We get along so-so. We share the bills, and I
get the use of his car.
I knew Sam only three weeks when we started living
together. I got pregnant, and then I was stuck.
He told me he was divorced, but he won't show me the
proof. (I think he's lying.) He gambles a lot, and I can't
trust him very far. He works nights and I work days. We
have no friends or social life. But Sam is good to the kids,
and they love him.
My mother lives in my building, and she is driving me
nuts. She interferes and causes arguments between Sam
and me. She goes against everything I say to my kids—calls
me stupid in front of them and tells them not to listen to me.
When I discipline the kids, they cry for Grandma, and this
hurts. She also tells everybody my business.
What can I do about her? And what can I do about my
messed-up life? I'm 32'and feel like 82.
MISFIT IN CHICAGO
DEAR MISFIT: I see two major problems: Sam and
your mother. You need to get away from your mother. She
is poison to your self-esteem, and a troublemaker to boot.
Call Family Service, and make an appointment with one
of their professional counselors. You need to talk at length
with someone who can help you put your life in order.
Living with a man you don't love because it's a convenience
is a bad trip. Counseling will lighten your burden and show
you the way. Good luck. Write again to tell me how you're
doing. I care.,

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant mind, a
lively imagination and a warm
and outgoing personality. You.
are highly idealistic and
unusually sensitive. Try to curb
the latter trait, since you could
suffer unnecessarily over
fancied slights. Exceptionally
versatile, you could succeed in
many fields, but your greatest
achievements may come
through music or in the literary
world — especially as writer of
short stories, reporter, editor,
advertising or promotional
copywriter. You could excel on
the stage or in the legal
profession, where you could
become an outstanding trial
lawyer. Birthdate of: Cornelia
Otis Skinner, actress, writer;
Benny Goodman, clarinetist,
band leader.

Miss Sharon Brandon
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Brandon of Aurora announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sharon, to Buddy Bybee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bybee of New
Concord.
The bride-elect is employed at Judy and Shere's Beauty Shop
Mr. Bybee is employed at Lyons Electric.
A July wedding is planned.

SMITS

OPEN
FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8 P.M.

Open Friday
Nights 'til 8

Mix
GG

99
n

Match
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DEMLABEEn_Well. here.goes my first -Dear Abby"
letter:
A dear friend of mine, who happened to be an elderly lady,
gave me a beautiful Oriental urn. She was in good health
and by no means senile when she gave it to me.
Since her death last week, a daughter-in-law called
asking that I return the urn because "it had been promised
to someone in the family." She also suggested that her
mother-in-law was not in her right mind when she gave* to
me.
I was very hurt to be asked for something that I know
was given to me out of love and generosity. I like the urn
and want to keep it. I have asked several other people what
they would do in this case, and they say. "Keep it."
I need your opinion before making a decision. Thank you.
OHIOAN

Young Mixables For Summer Fun...

Bronson Coordinates!
Bronson really makes sense for summer and fun. And, Bright's has a super collection of exciting Bronson coordinates for your selection. Be sure to see the "mixables, there's one just
right for You. Select from JACKETS in white and yellow. sizes 5 to 15 at 25.00 to 29.00, PANTS in

DEAR OHIOAN: I vote to keep it.

white and yellow, sizes 5 to 15 at 15.00 and 19.00 and TOPS in white and prints, SML at 6.00 to
11.00. Remember,for the newest in exciting summer '75 sportswear always look to the leader.

DEAR ABBY: My husband has the classic answer,to
those overly smug parents of children of both sexes.
We were already the proud parents of three fine
daughters when I gave birth to a fourth daughter.
Many people came to my husband, expressing sympathy
because he had no sons.
My husband's reply to them was: "If the good Lord
thought another man was needed in my house. He would
have sent him."
SATISFIED MOTHER

.. Bright's on the Court Square!

ORIGITS

Kentucky Lake Music Born's

GRAND OPENING

BROWSABOUTS
the dashing town and
country casual

SATURDAY, MAT 31st — 1:00 P. M.
Featuring more than twenty (20) great country and blue grass
entertainers - all on our stage Saturday Night. More than three
hours of music and fun. PLUS:
*$100.00 of free country hams given away!

*Special visit— Kentucky Congressman
Carroll Hubbard!
*Star-studded evening of entertainment
for all. Whether you're a tourist vacationing
nearby or an area resident, you won't want
to miss the

"Grand Opening"

Backyard or city streets, you'll make the scene in
this new classic casual, a fashionable mix of leath-

Breeze Into
Summer In
Comfort . .

er or canvas balanced on a trim jute covered wedge
Bouncy crepe sole and soft-touch lining adds spring
to every step.

•

of

KENTUCKY LAKE
MUSIC BARN
(Featuring Country and Blue Grass Music)

New Concord, Ky.
Highway 119/121
(502)436-8806
BETWEEN PARIS LANDING IL MURRAY, KY. ON KY. HWY. 121

Exciting dress fashions for the
womail-011 thegocan

ro

abundance at Bright's on the
Court Square. Show your fashion
authority this summer by selecting an exciting dress in the season's most wanted
colurs and textures . . . one that is just right for you! Available in a wide range
uf jsriiiir and missy sizes at 24.00 to 64.00

13.00

12.00
WESTPORT:

POPSICLE tabove) in white,sand,
navy, yellow, orange, green and red

white, navy
beige, yellow
and green

A

45
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Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc.Inc

R.Gene McCutcheon,editor

Editorials and opinionated articles on dub page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinions. Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editonal stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed

Campaign Posters
Should.-Be Removed
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Letters To The Editor

Garrott's Galley

Editorial

OPINION PAGE

Some Days It Just Doesn't
Pay To Get Up Early To Vote

positioned and unlocked.
By M. C. Garrott
With exception of Hazel, who was busy
it just doesn't pay to get up
days
Some
crewmen
to
hazard
a
present
they
the books and the voters roster
getting
primary
election
Tuesday,
Kentucky
case
1975
my
was
The
early. This
who daily day.
ready, the other workers huddled to one
election is now history but a - of the city utilities
side of the machine to read the operational
ce
"I'll get up real early and be at the poll
proliferation of campaign posters, climb the poles for maintenan
instructions.
tomorrow
o'clock
6
at
opens
it
posters
when
The
work.
repair
bumper stickers, handbills, etc., and
At 6:30 a. m.-30 minutes after the poll,
set
I
as
night
Monday
thought
I
morning,"
difficult for
of the heaviest voted precincts in the
one
remain plastered to the utility make it much more
get
I'll
way,
"That
m.
with the alarm for 5:30 a. early and not have city, was scheduled to open—things were
poles, trees and fence posts of our the crewmen to get a footing
my voting taken care of
ready and Hazel beckoned me to make my
their spiked boots. And if the to worry about it all day."
city arid county.
or
mark. She got a kick out of my full name,
tacks
with
carryover
a
is
This
attached
early.
vote
are
to
like
I
posters
many
which
These posters,
Clark Garrott," and Waited
"Morris
tried
always
I
of
Louis.
St.
one
in
our
years
from
think are unsightly when new, will nails, the spike could strike
patiently while I wrote it in its' entirety.
up
opened
it
when
place
voting
the
at
be
to
a
causing
I was ready to vote! The first one in the
be even more of a disgrace to our the nail heads,
the lines
footing there, too. Even at that hour,
precinct!
for
difficult
community after they begin to crewman to lose his
more
were long, because it is
+++++
city people to vote than in small towns.
deteriorate, littering the coun- completely.
work.
the
wouldn't close on the
Then
curtain
to
whose
drive
s
to
candidate
way
long
a
all
have
Many
We urge
tryside.
booth. After two or three tugs at it to no
win
don't
you
and
now
groups
is
ride
in
are
Others
material
election
Not only are they unsightly-, but
avail, I turned just as Mr. Roberts stuck
delaying the
"gracing" our streets and high- friends and influence people
his head around the side and asked,
work also is
after
vote
To
schedule.
pickup
ways to muster his or her cam- a hassle trying to get through the traffic -Republican or Democrat?"
-Democrat," I replied. Then it worked. I
paign workers together for one and home before the polls close at 6 p.
Guest Editorial
last effort, and remove the '-That's why only a small per centage of closed the curtain, and holding my marked
flipping
posters, etc., from our landscape. the registered voters even bother to vote in sample ballot in my left hand andabout
30
switches with my right, voted in
state
for
well
out
turn
They
elections.
some
that
add
might
As a footnote, we
seconds, well ahead of the allotted two
which they
in
ose
contests—th
national
and
we not think the removal of these feel they know a little about the can- minutes.
posters is within the province of didates.
+++++
I assume the rest of the 25 or 30 people
our city and county governments
Even so—regardless of the type of
which would be paying for their election—the lines formed early and long waiting and hoping to vote early had no
problems doing so other than having to
Florida
the
on
is
Raton
Boca
removal with taxpayers' funds. If in the city. One thing, too, the precinct
east coast. It means rat's mouth, it comes to this, then the in- workers always were ready. Just like the wait a little longer. I wasn't significantly
starting gate at the Derby, the doors inconvenienced, but I'm sure others like
which in this case is an inlet to the
dividual candidates should be opened at straight-up-down 6 a. m. and the the Sturms were by the snafu, which easily
sea. It was developed during the
could have been avoided by a little lastbilled for their pro rata share of voting began.
minute checking the day or night before.
land boom of the '20s, nearly
+++++
the removal.
This simply means being sure someone
perished, and came-back in the
Not so here. At least this wasn't the case
up to open the doors, having the
shows
on
place
Datsun
Murray
the
War
at
World
Tuesday
boom which followed
tables ready and the booth ready to go and
South 12th Street. Apparently, no one had
the workers fully checked out on its
bothered to tell the folks there we were
Boca Raton is what newspaper
operation—Republican or Democrat.
having an election, or checked with them
Jack Belote, trustee of the Local Public
writers call plush or posh. Library, is pictured accepting a check for
to have someone open the doors at 6 a. m.
meaning it has some high-priced $100 from Glenn C. Wooden, Consul
Arriving at the garage al 5:50 a. m., I
found the precinct workers—Mrs. Hazel
Commander of Woodmen Camp 592.
ways of living.
Furgerson, Mrs. Eloise King, Mrs. Irene
Max Churchill was unopposed in his
Fine enough. Who's to comAnd all mine are thine, and
Coroner in
County
and William H. Roberts—
Calloway
Humphreys
as
reelection
no
plain? A citizen of Boca Raton
are mine; and I am glorified
thine
and
then
the
week.
foot
one
this
first
on
election
standing
primary
the
less, who successfully stopped an
One,
Route
of
voting
full
Dexter
in them. John 17:10.
other. Their arms were
Beck Lee, age 77,
advertising campaign which said died yesterday at the Murray-Calloway
materials.
Jesus asks His Father to be with
They couldn't get in to set up. The doors
every 43rd person there has a
County Hospital.
whom He will send into the
those
were locked. The same thing happened
Trudy Lilly, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G.
million or more dollars.
to spread the Good News of
world
last time and the time before. Either that
T. Lilly, has received one of the twenty
What's wrong with that?
love. Isn't it amazing that
Kentucky
God's
the
someone
or the machines wouldn't work,
scholarships awarded by
Atlanta can tell you. Advertise
economics.
home
such a loving Lord!
have
of
we
students
chirped.
for
FHA
your prosperity to ttfe world and it
It just happened I was the first voter on
Mrs. Reba Miller is retiring at Calloway
attracts the reckless, the indigent County High School where she has been the scene. Minutes later, Louis Kerlick,
1513 Cardinal Drive, showed up. He was T'
from
teaching. Prior to that she taught at Heath
unlucky
the
and
Paducah Tilghman High
by Paul and Charlotte Sturm, 503
and
followed
School
High
,•
.. .... • , •
share
to
seeking
e,
everywher
and then the voters started
Lane,
Meadow
School.
by
necessary
if
fortune,
good
your
rolling in steadily. Paul was in a hurry. He
Engagements announced today include
force and Saturday night specials.
had to drive to work over between the
Mary Junia Foy to Robert Allen, Waynette
and
Westerfield,
R.
and had to be on the job at 7 a. m.
lakes
In case of special blessings.such
William
Doran to
Naturally, he was a little impatient, but in
Donna Rae Bell to Tommy Key.
as unusual prosperity, it is best to
a gentlemanly sort of way.
keep it a secret.
+++++
Journal
—Atlanta (Ga.)
At 6:20 a. m., a lady finally showed up
n
Constituio
&
with a bunch of keys the size of her fist in
Donations to the A. B. Austin Memorial one hand and a lighted tiparillo cigatiñlhe
Nurses Station Fund at the Murray other. She headed for the doors selecting a
.
kt44
• • ••••/
Hospital have reached $230, according to key en route.
11
Karl Warming, hospital administrator.
When one of the workers chided her
Swarm E. Parks, son of Mr. and Mrs. about being late, she snapped, "Don't fuss
HP
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Marvin Parks, will receive a commission at me. This isn't .rny job."
Then were were inside! Phase One
as second lieutenant in the Air Force
I hired a carpenter at the union rate of
Mexico A & M College completed. By then it was 6:17 a. m. and
New
at
Reserve
I
it
of
days
three
after
arid
hour
$12.75 an
le•
commencement ceremonies on June 8.
the voter line quickly formed, half the
couldn't stand that kind of inflation any
Gene
Cochran,
Jimmy
some
Cooper,
Outside
the
showroom.
of
length
Gerald
more. I fired him and then I broke out the
Steely, "Lowell Cooper, Ray Dunn, and half-a-dozen last-minute-card-handerdozen or so sticks he had nailed and put
Charles Thomas of the Hazel High School outers had gathered to poke candidate
them aside for use as clubs for the great
will attend leadership camp at cards and sample ballots at the voters as
VFA
betout
breaks
fighting
street
day when
.
Hardinsburg
they arrived.
Hats
Hard
ween the new aristocracy — the
the Capitol Theatre is "Chief
at
Showing
a
+++++
expect
who
dreamers
day
we
and
—
By now, the workers were frantically
Crazy Horse," starring Victor Mature and
dollar's worth of work for a dollar in
getting set up. "Where are the tables?"
Suzan Ball.
wages.
Mrs. Humphreys asked the lady who
opened the doors. "We've got to have some
tables to put the books on before we can
start."
don't know anything about any
tables," the garage lady snapped, "and if
carriers $2 25 per month payable In advance
The Murray Ledger L'L Times is published
you don't quit yelling at me, I'm going to
By marl in ealloway County and to Benton Norevery afternoon except Sundays July 4 Chrestdin Mayfield Sedalia and Farmington Ky and
go back home and you can have it!" Mrs.
mos Doy New Year s Day and Thonksgoveng by
Pares Buchanan and Puryeor Tenn $12 50 per -Humphreys only shrugged her shoulders.
103 N 4th St,.
Murray Newspapers. Inc
year By m0,1 to other destenohons 527 50 per
Murray. Ky , 42071
Meanwhile, Mr. Roberts, working
year
Second Class Postage Paid ot Murray. Ky
swiftly and quietly, had located a desk
Member of Assocrated Press Kentucky Press
42071
and pushed it into the showroom. Then the
Newspaper
Southern
and
Assoceofion
booth was wheeled out of a back office,
Publeshers Assoceotron •
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A Hard
Lesson

10 Years Ago

Bible Thought

Red Cross Thanks Chairman
;10,000 in the midst of five or six fund
drives you have done a good job.
Our total is now slightly over $9636, and I
Dear Walt:
it will increase. There is always a
believe,
It is totally impossible for me to thank
in" of checks meant to be sent
"trick''
you for all your efforts in our 1975 Fund
late offerings.
or
earlier,
to
know
Campaign. But f would like you
So, again, thank you so much for this
that I am personally most grateful.
service.
It was a tremendous sacrifice for you to large measure of community
you, your
have
to
privileged
is
Murray
accept the chairmanship, I realize. Much
with us.
time was required and you gave it family, and your newspaper
Sincerely,
generously. I consider it a most successful
Jean Blankenship
campaign. Any time you can raise almost

Teachers Appreciate Meal
Dear Editor:
We, the teachers of North Calloway
Elementary School, would like to take this
means of saying thank you to the parents
of the Parent-Teacher Club who provided

us with a delicious meal on Friday, May
23.
We also want to thank the FTC for the
beautiful potted plants and pencil holders.
Teachers of
North Calloway

Cub Scouts Appreciative
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the scouts and parents of
Cub Scout Pack 371 would like to thank the
Murray Ledger and Times for its excellent
co-operation in publishing the reports of
our monthly meetings during the school
year.
We especially appreciated the
placement of our articles, publication of
the accompanying photographs, and the

promptness of their appearance in your

newspaper.
This publicity has contributed
significantly to awareness of and interest
in cub scouting in the local area. Because
of your professional attitude it has been a
pleasure to serve as the pack reporter for
this year!
Yours truly,
Mrs. Joe Keeslar

Oaks Thanks Merchants
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan, J.
Dear Editor:
H Churchill Funeral Home, Seven Seas,
The Oaks Country Club Belles and Murray Home and Auto, The Place, LitBeaux Tournament chairmen would like to tleton's, Murray Lumber Company,J. & M
thank the following merchants for their Ceramics,Janice Compton Stanley dealer,
donations to make the recent golf tour- Jim Adams IGA, Beauty Box, and
nament a success:
Shirley's Garden Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lamb
Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray, Dwain
and Mrs. Mike Morgan
Mr.
Kings
Hunt,
&
Dennison
Taylor Chevrolet,
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Branch
Den,Gene & Jo's, M & M Sporting Goods, J
Mr. and $rs. Stan Key
& S Oil, Clyde Roberts State Farm,

Ho
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By F.J.L. Blassmgame, M.D.
Researchers may have gained
new insight into the cause of
muscular dystrophy. The basic
defect may be in one of the body
enzymes.
This mysterious,crippling disease affects the very young.
Muscular weakness leads to
repeated falls and uncertainty in
moving about. Progressive
deterioration of the muscles
--results-iweerifioehient ma wheel
chair. No effective treatment is
available, and the victim usually
dies before maturity.
Muscular dystrophy is inherited, but the fundamental
cause of the disease is not
known, in spite of sustained
research on the disordered
nerves-,and muscles. Some

research points to a defect in the damaged muscle and muscle
matabolism of sugars as a result from persons with muscular
dystrophy. These studies point to
of a faulty enzyme.
Researchers Jennifer Strick- a defect in one of the enzymes.
land and David Ellis of the Mid- isoenzyme II. The changes in
land • Centre for Neurosurgery properties of this enzyme may be
and Neurology. Warley, Britain, an inherited characteristic.
Additional research will be
studied samples of dystrophic
muscle and found that more needed to try to determine how
glucose was changed to another to prevent this defect or to oversugar, fructose, instead of the come its datnaging effect on the
usual glucose phosphate. proper handling of sugar
saes.
tWucfiAnsphaCe Is acted TIPINT—ItititalSOlistitin ft—
by an enzyme, hexokinase. In.
Q: 'Mrs. J. A. has several
muscular dystrophy this enzyme
apparently fails to :work pro- medicines that she has used to
perly, according to the report of try to get relief from pain which
has persisted for 17 months after
this research in Science News.
With this queStion in their shingles (herpes ulster).
A: I suggest that you ask,your
minds, Strickland and Ellis
studied a variety of muscle sam- physician about the possibility of
ples -- healthy muscle, polio- trying to give you relief by

BLASINGAME
prescribing dilantin sodium
Most persons tolerate it well, and
some painful cases such as yours
receive benefit a few days after
starting this medication. If well
tolerated, it can be taken safely
for as long as is necessary.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q: Mrs. G. S. cOmplairn oi
vaginal imitation from friction
during intercourse and wants
suggestions regarding a _lubricarit-whieh might be helpful,
A: You should be able to buy a
suitable vaginal jelly, such as KY lubricant, from your pharmacist. It is preferable to use one
that is water-soluble so that the
lubricant can be washed away
with a douche.

•
•

We know what
hard work it took
to get those
diplomas.

New Insights Into
Muscular Dystrophy

Murray Electric System
401 Olive

41 41

IP ID 41

ID 41 IF 41 41
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Let's Stay Well
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English Watergate?
Salmon are bugged

in
six fund
b.
1636, and I
always a
to be sent
h for this
service.
you, your
th us.

Severn River salmon in
Gloucesteri England, are to
be bugged with bleeping radio
transmitters so their route to
the breeding grounds can be
traced.
The biology unit of the local
power company wants to
place power stations where
they won't interfere with the
fish. — CNS

Survey Shows Protection Of
Children In Cars Inadequate
SAN FRANCISCO'(AP) — A
Los Angeles area housewife
says money apparently is the
main thing on the minds of
women responding to her ad for
a surrogate mother. She's look-

mg for a woman to carry the
baby that would be artificially
inseminated by the ad-placer's
husband.
"We've gotten 10 or 12 letters
but they all want a fat fee, and

annkkelloevk

iday, May
TC for the
ul holders.

ce in your
intributed
nd interest
a. Because
has been a
eporter for

nd Loan, J.
Ieven Seas,
Place, Litany, J. & M
dey dealer,
Box, and

ib

[ft

/Ch

.•

LAY- AWAYS

Open til 9 on Fridays

MILE11.

01,dan
Ikeitoerk
BANKAMERICARD

selome Aso

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Home owned -Home operated

•
•
•
•
•

4 PLY POLYESTER
CORD—WHITEWALLS

4 t in780'
FOR 4/%.;
B78-13 • C78-14

$9480

FOR

H78-.4 • H 78-15 • 178-15

A70-13 $21 55

May 26, 1975
Adults 128
Nursery 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Denise M. May, Rt. 5,
Box 690, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
S. Oakley, 2112 Gatesboro
Circle, Murray, Wilford Bickel,
289 Gentilly Tr. Pk., Auburn,
Ala., Mrs. Lomanda J. Henderson and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Benton, Miss Debra S. Broach,
At. 1, Calvert City, Mrs. Sydney
A. Sumner, 410 Water St.,
Mayfield, G.P. Paschall, Rt 1,
Hazel, Cleatous E. Enoch, Rt. 7,
Murray.

F70-14 $296

An estimated 5,000 Lives were
lost when a hurricane and tidal
wave swept over Galveston.
Tex., Sept. 8, 1900.

670-14 $31 45

Oil Change
and Lithe

• Lumplete tiI4ssis Itihrii allon g oti rhange
• Helps ensure longer wearing parts A smooth,
quiet performance • Please phone for appoint
1•••L • Includes light- trucks

3-49

Includes 5 qts. Oil

Gillette'SteelBelted Radials HR78 14
9595

GR78-15

ER78-14

54045

HR78-15

FR78-14

$4225

JR78-15

GR78-14

$4405

I.R78-15

The St. Valentine's Day M,.
sacre of seven gangsters t, .
place in Chicago on Feb 11
1929.

!
▪'
1

•

POLY 780

Hospital Report

4:

•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shop
Ewing Tire

we don't have the kind of money the other couple was willing
to pay," said the 28-year-old
woman who says she cannot
have children. She placed the
ad in the San Francisco Chronicle early this month.
"Oh, we'd go as much as a
thousand or two, plus the hospital bills, but that's all," she
said.
She got the idea from a similar ad placed by a Sunday
school teacher with an infertile
wife who offered up to $10,000
for a woman to give birth to his
child.
He reported getting more
than 100 responses, including
some from women who offered
to carry his child free of
charge. He said he would make
his final choice in about a
week.
But the Southern California
housewife said, "They're not
willing to do me any favors, I
guess.
"I was content to adopt a
child," she said. "But it now
takes three to five years in California to adopt a healthy Caucasian infant. There's that
much of a shortage.
"I'd be an old woman by then
— even if we met all those
strict adoption agency standards."
She said her husband, a 29year-old graphic arts designer,.
agreed to put the ad in the
newspaper after adoption attempts failed.
She said she didn't "see any
reason to be jealous of any
prospective mother of my husband's child. I love my husband
and at least a test-tube child
will be half his."

BR78-13

COATGOIRIMMUILATIONS
Graduates of
Calloway County and Murray High

'4675
$4405
54615
$4945
$305

*All Tires Plus F. E. T. — $2.16 to $3.60

• Gas economy m White Sidewall
• Magic Carpet Ride
• better handling

No lloneN noun
WORN OU I SHOCK ABSORBERS CAUSE
EXPENSIVE TIRE WEAR

SHOCK ABSORBERS SHOULD ALWAYS
BE REPLACED IN SETS OF 4 FOR
MAXIMUM SAFETY, COMFORT AND
ECONOMY

POI TOW — 00 - 05 WO*

:5495

COmplete set of
Oftil
heavy duty
Pee PAM

4 Shocks Insfalled

shocks

Brake Overhaul

You've got the whole world in your hands—and
the energy and know-how fo make it a great
one! We wish you all the best, Grads, in
everything you may attempt.

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY
Member FDIC

KY.

FRONT IND

ALIGNMENT
SO wroarANT /00 0000

S4995
&eh. twang. 4 wheels.
- •Turn Drums •Arc linings
fl u i d , clea n f ron t
-DAIr414—isc;roke:—
bea r i ngs. l nspect
Slightly Nigher
repack bearings.

lift WEAR
NOW
ONLY

ECONOMY

$1095

for fast - in-the-field service call:
For Fast
In The
Field
Service
Call...

EWING TIRE SERVICE
BOB Coldwote. Rood • Near

S Points

Phone 7531164

Hours Moo thfu F

I

F

305

30

S4ti,ria, 730 4 00

•
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Duke University Head Announces Candidacy
WASHINGTON( AP)— Terry
Sanford, president of Duke University and former governor of
North Carolina, today announced his candidacy for the
1976 Democratic presidential
nomination.
Sanford, 57, the sixth Democrat to enter the race, vowed
an administration that would
"complete and fulfill the promise of the American Revolution."
Sanford said he would enter
between 17 and 20 primary
campaigns, "not expecting to
win them all, but expecting to
lay out in all of them the creative tasks that lie before us."
Sanford's
announcement
makes official a bid that has
been unofficially in the works
for months.
And he lost no time in making it clear that his first target

is Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace, the only other presidential hopeful he mentioned by
name in a prepared speech.
Wallace plans to ,announce
his candidacy early next
month.
"George Wallace has fooled
the people who have believed in
him by calling forth the easy
fears and avoiding the complex
and tougth-miniied solutions,"
Sanford said. "I have a duty to
show the nation that the South
stands for more than the politics of fear."
Sanford waged a brief but un-

Kevin Cooper Now
Associated With
Computer Firm

He also proposed a national
successful campaign for the
presidency in 1972. He served economic council of top governas North Carolina governor in ment and congressional offithe early 1960s, establishing an cials to revise and coordinate
image as a moderate, and U.S. money policies and an
served last year as chairman of overhaul of the Federal Rethe Democratic commission serve System to "bring it more
that wrote the new party char- directly into the sphere of the
ter adopted at last December's representative of the people,
the President."
mini-convention.
Sanford said he- atso•-blvoSanford said, if elected, he
would initiate sweeping eco- cates increased federal aid to
nomic reforms including estab- education, cuts in the military
lishment of standby provisions budget, continued commitment
for temporary jobs so that "ev- to European allies and a
eryone who wanted to work stronger U.S. voice in the
gOltnited Nations.
could get a job."

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

7534434

Mrs. Pam(
Clure and tilt

SENSATIONAL PRIZES

*el

Paper plates will be tossed from the roof of Big K into the parking lot at 5 p.m.
These plates may be redeemed for a valuable prize by the person catching the plate!

STARTING 5 P.M., FRIDAY - OPEN UNTIL 11P.M.
PRIZES
INCLUDE:

Kevin Cooper, son of Mr. and
/Mrs. Hewlett Cooper, has accepted a position with Dominion Bank Shares of Roanoke, Va.,
working as a computer
programer. Dominion provides_
computer services to apporximately ninety large banks
throughout Virginia.

17,

3 pc. Lawn Furniture set - Magic Lounge - Grill - Two watches
• More gifts to include - Consolation of Icee's & Popcorn

MOM

fai)

CC"

NEW
Kevin Cooper
recently
Cooper
just
graduated with honors from
Murray State University with a
degree in computer science. He
was also selected as the most
outstanding senior of the
Computer Science Department.
He and his wife, Sherry,
daughter of Mrs. Orlene Bucy of
New Concord, have already
moved to Roanoke where
Cooper has assumed his duties.
They are residing in an apartment complex at the foot of a,/
mountain range which alny
surrounds Roanoke.

Old Saleo4o
Hold ervices
0 Anniversary
Old Salem Baptist Church will
celebrate the first year anniversary of the constituting
organizational service of the
church on Sunday, June 1, with
all day services and dinner on
the grounds.
Sunday School classes for all
ages will meet at 10:00 a. m.
under the direction of Rev. Leon
Drennan, church Pastor. Rev.
Vester Moreland, former
Pastor, will be preaching at the
11:00 a. m. Worship service. A
pot luck dinner will be served at
12:00 noon.
Following the fellowship
hour, the Baker Family, with
David Baker, will give a gospel
concert in song. A love offering
will be taken for their transportation services. Rev. Roy
Green, a member of Old Salem
Baptist Church, will be
preaching in the afternoon
service.
Church Training classes for
all ages meet at 5:00 p. m. under
the direction of Rev. Leon N.
Harp,Sr. who is also minister of
music at Old Salem.
The public is cordially invited
to attend all services. Call 4368808 for information or transportation. The church is affiliated with Blood River
Baptist Association, Kentucky
Baptist Convention, and The
Southern Baptist Convention.

ARRID XX

•MUM

EXTRA EXTRA DRY
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

NOPIhr4
"'kiln
14
114V

C/N7

Reg. 5r

Works longer to keep
you fresh and dry.

Limit 6
Minimum 180 per store

TOP FLIGHT
TABLETS & ENVELOPES

GIANT SIZE
49-OUNCE

TIDE
Choose needlepoint or patter print in
assorted designs and colors. 40sheet
tablets or 20 envelopes.

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

Lawn
Mower
Model 1420K

SHORTY DRAPES

77
Fantastic assortment of 72" to 75" superwide drapes in 30" to 54" lengths. Solids
and prints available.

53°°
Reg. 66°°
3 h.p. 20 in. cut
Limit 1

Garden
Pride

Reg. 1.48
Limit 2

Grill it With 14
Model No. 2305

66

CR:

Get two double edge
shavers in pretty pink
and purple. Perfect
travel shaver.

LILT SPECIAL

99'

Our Reg. 1.47

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May
29.1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includen 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 815 Est. 900 Barrows &Gifts

Charcoal
Briquettes

SallallSteithAV•50 lower "it),

most decline on wts. over 450 he
$47 OD-47.25 few 47 50
US 1-2200-230 lbs
$4$•75-4700
Y240lbs.
$46.00-46.7,5
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
$45.50-46.00
260-280
lbs
US 3-4
Sows
838 00-19 OD
US 1-2 270-350 lbe
838 50-3950
US 1-3 3110-450 lbs
,$39 00-40 00
US 1-3 450-650 lbe
$37 50-3850
US2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars.
11 00-33 00

MINIMUM 60 PER STORE

20 lb.

$1
"

111111111111111

-

4111.411M•

vilrim,••••••.••••••••
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Cub Scout Pack 37 Meet At Holland Stadium; Awards Given

Mrs. Pam Cartwright explains Nature Trails to Phillip McClure and the Webelos Scouts of Pack 37.

Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Heathcott congratulate their son, David,
on his Arrow of Light award at the Cub Scout Pack 37
meeting.

Cub.Scout Pack 37 held its
final meeting of the school year
on Thursday, May 22, at Ty
Holland Stadium, at Murray
Middle School.
The program for the evening
was Nature Trails, presented by
Mrs. Joe Cartwright, teacher at
Murray Middle School. Fifteen
items dealing with nature were
numbered and concealed on the
school grounds, with a written
clue nearby to help in identification. Den 2 won the
competition by having the most
right answers.
Cubmaster Forest Priddy
presented special patches to the
fifteen boys who sold at least ten

tickets each to the Scout Exposition held recently in
Paducah. The top salesmen
were Shane and Shay Guthrie.
The pack earned seventy-five
dollars from:this project.
recognized
Priddy
the
following parents for their past
service to the pack: Den
Mothers Cerita Lawrence,
Karen Armstrong, and Nell
Evans; Webelos Leader Phillip
McClure; Den Leader Coach
Shirley Parks; Pack SecretaryTreasurer Phyllis Underwood;
Pack President Jim Parks.
Priddy also announced his
own resignation as Cubmaster
after three years of service. The

seeking
be
will
pack
replacements to fill these
positions when it reconvenes in
September. Parents of cubs are
urged to consider and volunteer
for these positions. Priddy was
presented a gift of appreciation
from the pack.
Fourteen boys transferred to
the Webelos Den: Ross James,
Shay Guthrie, Kyle Evans,
Fleming, Kalven
Danny
Beaver, Neil Segal, Ivan
George, Mark Hutson, Mark
Gibson, Rodney Lawrence,
Kerry Erwin,Timothy Pittman,
Jimmy
Freddie
Stone,
Paschall.
! Other awards presented

MAGICOLOR

SATIN PLUS
▪ HMI

697
Reg. 8.97

during the regular awards
ceremony were:
Den 1—Wolf to Russell
Turner, Wolf and gold arrow to
Trevor Mathis, silver arrow to
Robert Paul Kondratko and
Brad Brelsford, two silver
arrows to Todd Lawson and
Jimmy Kelley.
Den 2—Bear, gold arrow and
silver arrow to Dale Dycus and
Ross James, two silver arrows
to Kyle Evans, silver arrow to
Shay Guthrie, Shane Guthrie,
Wade Smith, and Steve Beyer.
Den 3—Bear and gold arrow
to Kalven Beaver, silver arrow
to Karl Flood, Mitchell McNutt,
Ricky Rogers.
Den 4—Gold arrow to Ivan
George, silver arrow to Robbie
Marquardt,two silver arrows to
John Reed and Bill Chaney.
Dep.5—Silver arrow to Ken
Mayfield and Michael Abbott.
Den 9—Bear to Timothy
Pittman and Freddie Stone,
gold arrow to Mark Hutson, two
silver arrows to Jimmy
Psigrhsill
Webelos—Engineer to Jim
Parks and Phil McClure,
athlete and sportsman to David
Robinson, engineer, traveler,
citizen and athlete to David
Heathcott.
' David Heathcott became the
fourth cub this year from Pack
37 to earn cub scouting's highest
award, the Arrow of Light.

i

Covers in one coat,
dries quickly and
is guaranteed not
to stain, fade or
chalk.

GAF
Film

stimt.
Pint

$166

Reg 2

126-12 for

23'
33
33

Set of 8 per Box
Complete with lids

126-20 for

Limit
3 Boxes
Please

135-20 for

MAGICOLOR

imeme

Reg. 97''I" Expired
Film No Guarantee

PROTECT
Ninew
ollNa•

97
Gallon

C.)

Guaranteed washable, fade and stain
resistant for years and years of wear.

Reg. $227

King Size
5 lb. 4 oz.

Limit 2 Per Customer
5 & 6 Foot Redwood

Coast Guard Cadet Patrick 1.
Ryan, son of Dr. and Mrs.
William 1. Ryan of Route 7.
Murray, is scheduled to
graduate from the Coast
Guard Academy, New London, Conn., June 4. He will be
commissioned an ensign and
receive a bachelor of science
degree upon graduation.
The four-year curriculum ininstruction
cludes
in
navigation, engineering Coast
Guard history and tradition,
military courtesy, leadership,
and liberal arts subjects.
The four-year curriculum includes
instruction
in
navigation, engineering, Coast
Guard history ind tradition,
military courtesy, leadership,
and liberal arts subjects.
Ryan is scheduled to report
for duty aboard the U.S. Coast
Cutter
Guard
Yocona
homeported at Astoria, Ore.
He is a 1971 graduate of
Murray High School.

Picnic Tables
Sole Price
•

tes
I
lac

$26
88
Reg. 3988

Reg.'139w 4 ea.

Snack Treats
fi Per Pack

Peanut Butter-Cheese Crackers
II farell

1
4
P
Reg. 47'

Earring Assortment
Pierced & Clip On
Sale Price
$1

For

00

Reg. 2/slw

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

master charge

Bel-Air Shopping Center
•
Limit Rights Reserved
Acres of Free Parking - Equal Opportunity Ft11;iloyer

753-8777

BANKAMERICAlla

EVERY FAMILY,
WHETHER NEW OR
ESTABLISHED,
NEEDS LIFE INSURANCE
PROTECTION
A CommonwealtliFamily
Plan provides protection
on the lives of every
member of the family —
Father, Mother and
Children. It combines this
coverage into one contract and at-one rate, thus
offering a savings over
the purchase of single
plans on each member ol
the family.
Learn what a Corn
monwealth Family Plan
can do for you and your
family- --1)y cootacting
Warren Shropshire-Agent, Commonwealth life Insurance Company, P. 0.
Box 405, Murray, Kentucky: Phone 753-8277.
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James Wells Selected As One
Of Top 100 Players In Nation

The honors just keep on really didn't feel like I was one
of the best. I didn't expect to be
growing for James Wells.
The 6-9 senior center of the because the competition I
Calloway County Lakers has played against wasn't nearly as
been named as one of the top 100 strong as that some of the other
high school basketball players great high school players have
faced this season," Wells adin the United States.
The announcement was made ded.
Wells has been a starter for
today by Coach & Athlete
the Lakers since he first walked
Magazine. Wells is the only
Cincinnati camp of a possible his first appearance ever in re- Kentucky player to make the through the doors of Calloway
return to the form of 1970, lief for Los Angeles, brought Prep All-American 100 lLst. He County High School. In his first
when he won 18 games and led home the winning run in the joins such high school greats as game as a freshman, he scored
the Reds to the National eighth inning as New York beat Bob Bender, Bill Cartwright, 34 points and he was the talk of
the Dodgers.
League pennant.
Darryl Dawkins, Sam Drum- First Region basketball fans.
Pirates 3, Astros 0
As a sophomore, he
This lifts everybody," said
mer, Bernard Toone, Larry
Dave Parker belted a two-run Williams, Karl Godine, Poodles
blossomed into a fine young
Bench. "The load's not on one
homer and Ken Brett scattered Willoughby and a host of other
center with a good outside
or two individuals."
shooting touch and became one
In the other National League nine hits as Pittsburgh whipped super stars.
games, the New York Mets Houston.
The unusual thing about Wells of the most feared players in the
"Anytime you win you've got being named to the top 100 is
Region. He led his team to the
beat the Los Angeles Dodgers
District Championship- and a
4-3; the Pittsburgh Pirates to be happy,- said Brett. "The that it is the second time this
in the Regional Tourstopped the Houston Astros 3-0; shutout is icing on the cake."
berth
year an athlete from Murray
Phillies 8, Giants 6
the Philadelphia Phillies dehas been so honored by Coach & . narnent.
Rookie Jerry Martin's two- Athlete Magazine.
Also during his sophomore
feated the San Francisco Giyear, Calloway County won the
ants 8-6; the Chicago Cubs run homer, his first in the maMurray High senior tackle
prestigious Mayfield
Innipped the Atlanta Braves 5-4 jors, and a solo shot by Mike Steve Porter was named as one
vitational Christmas Tourand the St. Louis Cardinals Anderson helped Philadelphia of the top 100 football players in
nament.
stopped the San Diego Padres beat San Francisco.
the nation. There is probably no
Cubs 5, Braves 4
As a junior, Wells tuned loose
6-5 in 10 innings.
other city of comparable size
Chicago pitcher Bill Bonham that can claim it has one of the
for a 23.4 scoring average, was
The triumph was the Reds'
seventh straight, tying their scored one run and drove in an- best in the nation in two sports. one of the best rebounders in the
Region and blocked more shots
longest winning streak in three other run as the Cubs outlasted
"I was informed earlier in the
Atlanta.
than any other player in the
years.
year by some of the coaches
Cardinals 6, Padres 5
A solo homer by Joe Morgan
that were trying to recruit me
Luis Melendez' two-out
in the fourth inning gave Nolan,
that I was going to make the top
bases-loaded single in the 10th 100 list," Wells said.
4-3, all the,support he needed.
Inning scored Lou Brock with
Mete 4, Dodgers 3
"It really feels great to be
Ed ICranepool's sacrifice fly .the winning run. as St. Louis considered as one of the top 100
gged San Diego.
off Andyliiiinitit;
players in the country. But I

Nolan Has Found Medicine And
It's Giving Reds Shot In Arm
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Gary Nolan's found the right
medicine for a bad shoulder
and it's given a shot in the arm
to the Cincinnati Reds' pitching
staff.
"He's back and we're all
tickled," said teammate John.,
ay Bench after catching Nolan's 6-0, two-hit shutout over
the Montreal Expos Wednesday
night.
Nolan, battling back from
shoulder surgery that sidelined
him most of last season,
pitched his first shutout since
1972. Nolan's victory, his third
straight, sparked visions in the

All Wanting
Another Fight
Witlifrazier
MANILA (AP) — World
heavyweight champion Muhammad All wants to defend his
title against contender and former champion Joe Frazier next
Oct. 15 in Manila, the English
language Times-Journal reported Thursday.
In its exclusive report, the
daily newspaper attributed the
story to Filipino fight promoter
eLope Sarreal Jr., who said it
'will be a $10 million promotion.
American promoter Don
King, who handled the Ali-Foreman title fight in Zaire last October and the forthcoming
Ali-Joe Bugner title match in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, next
June 30. reportedly cabled Sarreal last Monday to start the
negotiations here by depositing
$400,000 in escrow with an unnamed bank.
King reportedly wants the
Manila fight to start at 10 p.m.
New York time (11 a.m. Manila
time) for live television coverage.
Ali was willing to have his
purse reduced by "more than
one million dollars," the TimesJournal report also said.

Louisville Talking About New
Conference, Crum Against It
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
University of Louisville athletic
director Dave Hart says he is
talking with officials of seven
other universities about forming a new college basketball
league. But basketball coach
Denny Crum isn't too enthusiastic about the idea.
Hart said Wednesday night
he has talked about the league
with Tulane, Georgia Tech, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Dayton,
Memphis State and South Carolina.
During his two years at U of
L, Hart has often said he would
like his school in a league
closer geographically than the
Missouri Valley Conference
( MVC ), and reports of possible
new leagues have surfaced several times. But this time, Hart
said, the possibility is "more

sad."

"We're in a wait and-see period now," Hart said. "But I
think they've got something
here. This time they're going to
put it together.'
Hart wouldn't elaborate, saying, "We have to review our
situation internally. We have
some who are for it and some
against."
One against leaving the MVC
is Crum. His teams have won
three MVC titles in four years,
and he points out:
"When you're successful at
anything, it doesn't make sense

to change, just to be changing.
If things are not going well or
you're in a bad situation, sometimes any change can be helpful."
"I really haven't made up
my mind on it," Crum said. "I
hate to come out for it or
against it when it might not
even happen."
If Louisville would join a new
league, it would have to compete as an independent in football, Crum said.
"That is one of the problems,
and that's all I can say about
that," he said.

By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — The National Basketball Association
was hoping that today's collegiate draft would produce
somewhat better results among
its top picks than it did a year
ago.
Of last year's first through
fifth choices, only one, center
Tom Burleson of the Seattle Supersonics, performed up to expectations in the NBA this past
season.
The others — Bill Walton,
Marvin Batnes, John Shumate
and Bobby Jones — were of
little or no use to NBA teams.
Walton, the highirtred threetime All-American and twotime Player of the Year from
UCLA, was chosen by the Portland Trail Blazers. Instead of

PACER

The First Wide Small Car

/I

But on the other hand, his
rebound average soared to 14.6,
which ranks as super in
anybody's book. Again, he was
chosen to All-Region and Allstate teams.
Even though his scoring
average suffered, Wells was one
of the most sought-after
basketball players in the nation.
He received scholarship offers
from just about every major

Smith Says He's Going
For 19 Feet In 'Vault
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Fiery
Steve Smith, concentrating better than ever because of recent
hypnotism, says he isn't satisfied with his latest pole vault
record,
After leaping 18 feet, 5 inches
at the International Track Association pro meet at Madison
Square Garden Wednesday
night, bettering his own world
indoor mark of 18-4, the 23year-old Smith said, "I won't
be satisfied until I do 19 feet.
I'm sure I can jump 19 feet and
I'm pretty sure I can jump 194. I really don't know my limit."
Sinitit's limit Wednesday
night was 18-5. He tried three
times at 18-7N but failed on
each occasion.
Clearing that height would
have shattered the world's
record of 18-61
/
2 set earlier this
year by Dave Roberts. The indoor amateur record is 18-1 by
Dan Ripley of San Jose State.
Earlier in the competition
the blond, bouncy Smith, a student at Long Beach. State University, had cleared 18-1, bettering his Garden record o
181
/
4. Those two jumps over 1
feet increased to 12 the number
of times he has cleared that
height. No other vaulter has
done it as often.
Afterwards, Smith said that

college in the country before
finally signing with the
University of Dayton.
Wells has already played in
the Mid-American All-Star
game in Dayton and the Derby
Classic in Louisville. He will be
playing in several other All-Star
games this summer, including
the Kentucky East-West AllStar game in Lexington.
But perhaps the biggest AllStar game will be the annual
series between the best seniors
from Kentucky and Indiana.
Wells is expected to be the
starting center for the Kentuckians this year.
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tie and fellow vaulter Bob Richards Jr. go for hypnotic treatments once a week in Irvine,
Calif
"He (the hypnotist) helps us
put everything out of our
minds," Smith said. "We can
stand at the runway and you'd
be surprised how high we can
go. He helps us increase concentration and other events going on at the same time don't
bother us."
What did bother Smith somewhat, he said, during his attempts at 18-734, were an ailing PRIZE MONEY Plus TROPHIES
left shoulder and an aching
Got Tour Entry In Early.
knee.
linen 60 cars
Smith's performance earned
C.alecf any irrco• Member for Entry Stank
him $4,000 — $2,000 for winning
Entry Foe $5.00
and. 32,000 for breaking the
7:30
p.m.
Saturday May 31
record. It was the biggest payday for any athlete in the ITA's
three-year history and boosted
his 1974 earnings to $14,900, second behind Ben Jipcho's
$21,300.
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Murray Voters,
I feel very humble after the results of the primary election, May 27th. Please accept my sincere appreciation for
your vote of confidence. I will serve you to the best of my
ability.
C.C. Lowry

NBA Hoping Draft Is
Better Than Last Year

leading the Trail Blazers into
the playoffs for the first time in
the team's five-year history as
— TO THE VOTERS OF C AllOW AY COUNTY:
had been expected, Walton' was
Although my effort to Ain the opportunity to serve as your State
sidelined for most of the season
Representative was unsuccessful. I want to thank each and every one of
with injuries and Portland
those of you who cast a vote in my behalf, as weU as those who gave
didn't
come close to making the
consideration to my candidacy. I am also very grateful to those of you
playoffs.
who, while sacrificing your own time, worked tirelessly in my behalf.
Barnes, an All-American
For a short While, it is unlikely that I shall be completely successful in
from
Providence, didn't even
the
late
Adlai
disappointment
over
the
outcome.
As
masking my
play in the NBA, although he
Stevenson once said, "I am too old to cry, but it hurts too much to
had been drafted by the Philalaugh".
delphia Thers. Instead, he
Although I have already personally conveyed my congratulations and
signed with the Spirits of St.
compliments to Kenny Imes and his famiy, I should like once again to
Louis of the rival American
say to him and to his supporters that we wish him well and look forBasketball Association and beward to his efforts in helping implement a legislative program which
came the ABA's Rookie of the
will be beneficial to all Kentuckians and especially those of this
Year.
legislative district.
Thank you again and God bless you.
Shumate, the All-American
from Notre Dame, was signed
Kindest Personal Regards.
by the NBA's Phoenix Suns, but
he didn't play a single minute
for the team after it was discovered before the season that
he had a blood clot in his left
lung.
Jones, drafted by the Houston
Rockets, disdained the NBA for
the ABA's Denver Nuggets and
finished a close second to Barnes for Rookie of the Year honors.
After the top five, the NBA
had much better luck in the
When _you get a Pacer you literally get a Pace setter a uniquely
first round of its draft last
year. Among the players chonew car designed from the start to meet the changing
sen was Rookie of the Year
automotive need of the people, even you can custom tailor
Keith Wilkes by champion
your new Pacer to your own taste.(From thrifty to sporty to
Golden State. Some of the others picked in the first round
downright luxurious)"Options" include overdrive - like an exwho played in the NBA this
tra gear that can help get you more miles per gallon at highpast season were Scott Wedman with Kansas City, Tom
way cruising speeds (Available on all Pacers) Pacers designed
Henderson and Mike Sojourner
for the person who wants to drive not just ride.
with Atlanta, Campy Russell
with Cleveland, Brian Winters,
with Los Angeles, Al Eberhard
with Detroit, Glen McDonald
New Shipment
with Boston and Gary Brokaw
Come Out & Look Around with Milwaukee.
Among the top collegians in,
n
today's draft were All-Americans David Thompson of North
Carolina State, Dave Meyers of
UCLA and Luther . "Tickey"
Burdep of Utah.
Also highly regarded were
Marvin "The. Human Eraser"
Webster of Morgan State, Junior Bridgeinan-of—hotimri
Kevin Grevey of Kentucky, Joe
Meriweather of Southern Illinois, Gus Williams of Southern California, Alvan Adams of
806 Coldwater Rd
753-6448
Oklahoma and Frank pleynick
of Seattle.

THANK YOU

James Wells

area.
He was selected to the AllRegion Team and also named
as an All-Stater.
Wells was expected to have a
banner senior season but it
never developed. Instead of
being a great scorer, Wells
passed up many shots and
concentrated more on playing
team ball.
His scoring average dropped
down to 15.2 points per game.

Cain& Inas
Motor Sales

All Our Tomorrows
Are in Your Hands
Commencement means beginning. Now that you're moving
ahead to meet new challenges
... and greater responsibilities
... we wish you the best things
life can offer: good health, happiness, dreams come true. The
future is yours to shape. Know
that our fond thoughts and
high hopes go with you. Make
it the world you want.

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Cooperative
Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

7534012
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Timeout With Brandon,
Sports Editor

before
the

st Allannual
wniors

De the
Ken-

Entry Sleek

lay 31

iy
Is

went to third on an error by
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
enstein.
second 'baseman Doug Griffin
AP Sports Writer
Indians 9, Angels 2
Vida Blue, Bill Lee, Jim
Buddy Bell and John Low- and scored on a wild pickoff
Hughes, Rudy May, Stan Bah- enstein cracked two-run homers toss to first by Lee, who, ironiJohn Siemanowski. Hughes, playing in men and Eric Raich were the off Ryan, who suffered his sec- cally, has picked off seven runcenter, cut down a runner at third and American League's pitching ond straight defeat. He yielded ners this season.
Siemanowski, playing in right, threw, out a stars Wednesday night. Nolan three home runs in losing to
Twins 5, Tigers 2
Tony Oliva snapped a 1-1 tie
Ryan wasn't.
Boston last Friday. Cleveland
tieonp,IC9atetCher Gene Steuber threw out
ma
Innaadtdith
Item: Blue hurled a four-hit- erupted for four runs in the with a two-run single off Joe
two men in the game against Miami and he ter and became the first nine- seventh inning to snap a 2-2 tie. Coleman in the seventh inning
should have had another one but the umpire game winner in the majors as
It was the Indians' 10th and Steve Braun hit a two-run
didn't see it that way. Steuber was the only the Oakland A's blanked the straight victory at Anaheim homer in the eighth. One of the
catcher to throw out a runner during the first skidding Baltimgre Orioles 5-0 Stadium over three years as Detroit hits off Hughes was
four games of the series.
on home runs by Sal Bando, they completed a three-game Tom Veryzer's first home run
Several fans who were sitting behind
Billy Williams and Reggie sweep of the Angels under of the season.
were very impressed with the fielding i of, Jackson.
Yankees 6, Royals 2
coach Dave Garcia while their
sophomore third baseman Terry Brown and
Item: Lee also pitched a siisprided manager, Frank
Bobby Bonds hit a pair of
so were some of the Mississippi State four-hitter as the Boston Red Robinson, watched from the two-run homers in support of
ballplayers who were watching the tourney. Sox downed the Texas Rangers press box. He returns to action May's pitching while Chris
Brown turned in two doubleplays Friday
4-1 but lost his bid for a third Friday.
Chambliss and Graig Nettles
night in the game with IS/„I.
consecutive shutout on two
added run-scoring doubles as
A's 5, Orioles 0
Next year,just about everynnewill be back, eighth-inning errors, one of
Baltimore's Mike Torrez had the Yankees ended Kansas
with the exception of Mike Sims and Randy
theo
r m his own wild pickoff a no-hitter until Bando socked City's six-game winning streak.
Oliver, the top two pitchers, and shortstop
throw.
White Sox 9, Brewers 3
his fourth home run of the seaLeon Wurth. Also graduating are designated
Item: Hughes, a rookie, scat- son with one out in the sixth
Carlos May, Ken Henderson
hitter Don Derrington, utility man Bob
tered seven hits for his sixth inning. One out later, Joe Rudi ancl.Tony Muser drove in two
Mantooth and outfielder Richie White.
straight triumph, a 5-2 victory walked and Williams followed runs apiece for Chicago. The
However, pitcher Mark Wezet will return
for the Minnesota Twins over with a towering homer into the White Sox piled up a 9-0 lead
and that will be one big plus and also returthe Detroit Tigers.
second deck in right field, his before George . Scott tagged
ning from the injured list will be infielder
Item: May survived first in- seventh. Jackson hit a two-run Bahnsen for a two-run homer in
Greg Tooley, who will make a big conning wildness and allowed six homer in the eighth, his ninth the sixth inning.
tribution to the tetint next year.
hits while Bobby Bonds hit a of the season.
ITCHY.
Just looking at the lineup, here's what
pair of two-run homers in the
Red Sox 4, Rangers 1
Murray has for next year: Walker at first,
New York Yankees'6-2 triumph
Lee didn't allow a hit until BURNING TOES!
FIERY PAIN
Perconte at second, Tooley at short, Brown at
over the Kansas City Royals.
Tom Grieve singled in the fifth. EASE
IN ONE HOUR or your 53c back.
third, Marvin Kiel in left, Hughes in center
his
T-4-L, strong
pitched
Bahnsen
scoreless
quick-drying
Item:
Apply
He ran his string of
to quiet itch, burn so
and Siemanowski in right.
first complete game of the sea- innings to 28 before Leo Car- fungicide,
MINUTES. Also fine for sweaty,
feet. Try it Sot happy reAlso coming off the injured list will be
son, a six-hit 9-3 success for the denas singled in the ei-gthth, odorous
bel! NOW at Holland Drug Company
utility infielder and speedster Al Luigs.
Chicago White Sox over the
Reagan has already recruited one outMilwaukee Brewers.
standing pitching prospect and so look for
Item: Raich, making his secMurray to go back to the South Regional
ond big league appearance,
again next year.
worked 72-3 strong innings as
And, look for the 'Breds to win it. It took
the Cleveland Indians trimmed
them two games to discover it but they now
Ryan and the California Angels
know they can play with any team in the
9-2. Ryan yielded seven hits
country.
and six runs in seven innings,
including two-run homers by
Buddy Bell and John LowAnthony Parham and Kevin Calvin were
New Coach
USE
the winners of the free meals at Rudy's last
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — Elweek.
len Mosher, 25, the women's
They won up to $2.50 of their choice on the
basketball coach at Whittier
menu at Rudy's by correctly identifying the
College last season, was named
ONE TREATMENT LASTS A FULL YEAR
They
recruits.
six Murray State basketball
Wednesday UCLA's head womare: Eddie Williams, Paul Smith, Vic Jordan,
en's basketball coach, succeedHARMLESS TO PLUMBING
John Randall,Earner Calhoun Mays and Tom
ing Kenny Washington.
SEPTIC TANK, CESSPOOL
Per Quart
Leffler.
Ms. Mosher had a 12-2 record
SAFE•EASY-TO-USE
or BACTERIA THEREIN
Others who got the answer right but didn't
last year at Whittier. In her
win a free meal included Kenny Bogard, Mrs.
playing days in Allison, Iowa,
Charles G. Smith, Don Crawford, Bradley
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
she averaged 50 points per
Johnson.
Wells and Doug
game, was named to the allAnother contest will be coming up soon.
state team and was recently inducted into the Iowa girls' basketball Hall of Fame.

'Breds Will Return To NCAA Next Year

yed in
11-Star
Derby
will be
,11-Star
!hiding
All-

OPHIES

Blue First Hurler To
Win Nine This Season

AWARD WINNERS — The award winners at the annual Murray High
basketball banquet this season were from left to right: David
Fronk, hustle award; Raymond Sims, free throw percentage and tie
for the most assists; and Bob Wilder, most rebounds and tie for
most assists.

Landrum Only Golfer To
Break Par At Fort Knox
FT. KNOX, Ky. (AP) —
Ralph Landrum of Erlanger St.
Henry High was the only golfer
entering today's final round of
the Boys' State Individual Golf
Tournament below par.
The husky senior fired a oneunder 35-36-.-71 to lead 88 firstround contenders Wednesday.
He said he "could have had a
super round, but I had trouble
getting off the tee. But I can't
complain with what I shot."
Bryan Leake of Marion County matched par in the first
round over the Anderson Golf
Course at Ft. Knox with a 3636-72.
Tied at 73 were Russ Cochran
of Paducah St. Mary (36-37)
and Lewis County's Herb Bertram (35-38).
Five golfers had 74s Wednesday: Robert Stewart, Franklin
County 136 36); Mark Reed.
Larue County (38-36); Denny
Thompson, Jefferson County
Doss (39-35); Steve Cox, Larue
County ( 35-39), and Gary
Skaggs, Jefferson County Western 35-39).
Finishing with 75s were Mike
Thomas, Madisonville (35-40);
Barry Bonifield, North Hardin

(37-38); David Leunig, Jefferson County Eastern (38-37);
Dwight Tenney, Lexington Henry Clay ( 35-39).
Tenney was disqualified after
signing an incorrect score card
that gave him a five on the 13th
hole when he actually shot a
six.
Lee Stewart of Murray High
fired a 78 to make the cut while
Tiger teammate Gary Sullivan
failed to make the cut of 81.
Also making the cut were Jon
Stanley and Sonny "Hoot"
Gibson of Mayfield.

Purdue Wins
BERGAMO, Italy (API —
Tom Scheffler's basket with
about five seconds to go
Wednesday gave Purdue a 78-76
victory over the Italian national
B team.
The time of the winning basket was approximate because
there was no visible clock in
the gymnasium and the final
seconds were counted aloud in
Italian by timekeepers.
Bruce Parkinson was high
scorer with 17 points. Scheffler
finished with seven points and
10 rebounds.

CUT $5 to $18
40,000 Mile RADIAL
Sears

165-13 Tubeless Whitewall

Iiir4-1446‘

Was $40

Plus $1.81

Fed. Ex. Tax
ORD RADIAL PLY

This is the famous
Sears Steel Belted
Radial the tire
that proved itself
over some of the
toughest roads in
the world.

Two flexible belts of armor-like steel help the tire counter
impacts; two rayon cord plies in a radial design let the
sidewal I flex freely for precise steering response and control. Belts and plies work to keep the tread flat for excellent mileage.
Tubeless tires with .40-inch whitewall.
Prices include Federal Excise Tax
Now
Wt.
Was
Catalog No.
SIZE
165-13 95WD47662C 19 lbs. 141.81 $36.81
39.92
175-13 95WD47612C 20 lbs. 44.92
185-14 95WD47712C 23 lbs. 53.23 47.48
195-14 95WD47762C 25 lbs. 56.28 49.28
205-14 95WD47742C 28 lbs. 63.01
55.01
63.76
215-14 95WD47722C 31 lbs. , 71.76
47.84
165-15 95WD47832C 20 lbs. 53.84
56.11
205-15 95W D47822C 29 lbs. 68.11
215-15 95WD47892C 32 lbs. 74.37 59.87
63.10
225-15 95W D47872C 34 lbs. 78.35
LR78-15 95WD75502C 35 lbs. 83.08 65.08
Sears Higtiway Paesenges Tire Guarantee
If you do not receive the number of mike specified
because of your tire becoming unserviceable due to (I)
defect., (2) normal road hazards, or (3) tread wear-out.
We will: At our option, exchanqe it for • new tire or
give you • refund charging in either case only the proportion of the then current selling price plus Federal
Excise tax that represent' mileage used. If the tire la
unserviceable due to spy of the above cameo before
10% of the guaranteed mileage is received, the replaceor refund wRI be made) with no charge for
mileage received.
Nail punctuisa will he repaired at no chains.
Guarentive •pplies to tires on vehicle" mood for private
Ell VII y purposes.

7—1975-4UNI
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But unfortunately, the four doubleplays
killed the 'Breds. In both games in Starkville,
Murray had a total of only eight men to strike
out, which simply tells you the 'Breds were
now being fooled by the best pitching in the
country.
L.SU had played four times in Starkville this
season and that has to go down as an advantage for them. In addition, they had the
best team pitching in the SEC. This was a
team that went 19-3 in their conference and it
is certainly no shame to lose to them.
Against Miami, the 'Breds made five costly
errors and that prevented Murray from
getting another shot at ISU. Again, the
'Breds hit the ball very well but it was just a
case of hitting the ball at someone.
Murray shortstop Leon Wurth has had a
bad bruise on the back of his left hand and it
has been bothering him for about a month.
And it showed in the series.
Wurth, without a doubt as good as any
shortstop in the country and as good a hitter
as you could find anywhere,had a poor series.
He made errors that normally would have
been very routine outs at the plate, he was
hitless in the series.
Had Wurth been up to par, there's no
question the 'Breds would have won the game
with Miami.
There were some outstanding performances. Murray had two great defensive
plays from outfielders David Hughes and

Win Meals At Rudy's

Sales Office

WWII Emma!Co* Riot 153-1311

ROEBIC

BACTERIAL PRODUCTS

5.95

Ellie Brown Says Warriors

Afraid Of Playing Colonels
By CRAIG AMMERMAN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Ellie
Brown is fed up with the image
of crusty superiority built
around the National Basketball
Association. She says if the
league does not accept a $1-million challenge from its junior
rival, it's only because the NBA
is "scared to death.'
Mrs. Brown, 34, owns the

Kentucky Colonels, champions
of the American Basketball Association, which has offered to
put up $1-million cash money
for a short series between the
Colonels and the NBA Wk.holders, the Golden State Warriors.
One day after the challenge
was issued, retiring NBA Commissioner Walter Kennedy rejected it with little comment.
Mrs. Brown, constantly refersac:•=4=.c.o.csoz4:-0-oem•ebc ring to Kennedy as a lame
duck, said "anybody with any
sense at all" would have ac-.
cepted the challenge and the
2.01:::•C}CoiCkC.=•C.OKZ).00ip•C
money.
By The Associated Press
"If someone offered you a National League
one-million dollar challenge,
East
W L Pct. GB
wouldn't you accept it" Mrs.
24 19 558
Chicago
Brown
asked in a telephone inPittsburgh
22 18 550
terview Wednesday. "I think
New York
20 18 .526
1
Philphia
22 21 .512
2
the NBA is scared to death
St. Louis,
18 23 .439, 5
they'd lose their prestige They
Montreal
1.* 24 .368 7/
1
2
West
have this great image, and the
N.
Los
Angeles 29 19 .604 — N. only
reason for it is that
Cincinnati
27 20 .574
11/2
They're on national television."
S.Francisco
13 21 .523 4
San Diego
23 23 .500 5
Mrs. Brown said her team
Atlanta
12 25 .468 6/
1
2
could
beat Golden State and
Houston
18 31 .367 13/
1
2
Wednesday's Results
said it had to be fear of such a
St. Louis 6, San Diego 5, 10
thing occurring that was caus,innings
ing the NBA not to accept the
Chicago 5, Atlanta
Philadelphia 8, San Francisco
money offer, which she de6
scribed as "the biggest chalPittsburgh 3, Houston 0
New York 4, Los Angeles 3
lenge in the history of AmeriCincinnati 6 Montreal 0
can
sport."
Thursday's Games
She said the ABA's trustees
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
would put up the money and
Los Angeles at Chicago
said ABC and CBS wanted to
San Francisco at Montreal, n
Sari Diego at New York, n
televise such a series. She said
Houston at Philadelphia, n
players on both teams would be

'35 Standings

STEEL BELT

• him ele

There are probably some people who
believe Murray State was playing out of its
league over the weekend when the 'Breds
played in the NCAA Southern Regional at
Starkville, Miss.
All I can say is Murray State was not out of
its league. And I'll give a few reasons to
support that statement.
Florida State is the top-ranked team in the
nation. They should win the College World
Series. Unfortunately, Murray did not have
the opportunity to play them.
I really feel the 'Breds could play a fourgame series with the Seminoles and probably
come away with a split. The same goes for
Miami, which contrary to what other
newspapers have printed, is Miami
University of Florida and not Miami of Ohio.
Friday night, the 'Breds lost 7-2 to 1SU and
to the top pitcher in the SEC, Pat Mook.
Number one, Murray hit Mook and they hit
him very well. A number of people in the
stands commented throughout the game that
they didn't see how Murray could keep from
knocking Mook out of the game.

Atlanta at Pittsburgh, n
Cincinnati at St Louis. n

American League
East
W L Pd. GB
Boston
22 17 564
21 20 512
Milwaukee
2
Detroit
18 21 462
4
New York
19 23 452
4,
18 23 439
Cleveland
5
Baltimore
(6 16 381
7/
1
2
West
Oakland
27 17 614 -Kansas
City 26 20 565
2
Minnesota
22 18 550
3
4,
Texas
22 21 .512
California
22 24 4478 6
20 23 465 6/
Chicago
1
2
Wednesday's Results
New York 6, Kansas City2
Chicago 9, Milwaukee 3
Minnesota 5, Detroit 2
Boston 4, Texas 1
Cleveland 9, California
Oakland 5, Baltimore 0
Thursday's GameS
New York (Dobson- 4.5) at
Texas 4Wrigh4 -0447-4s Only game scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago at Detroit, n
Kansas City at Milwaukee, n
New.York at Texas, n
Boston at Minnesota, n
Baltimore at California, n
Cleveland at Oakland, n

Registration
.For Girls To
Be Next Week
Registration for the
Softball League will begin
Monday, June 2. and continue
until 5 p. m. Thursday. June 5.
Registration is for girls
between the ages of seven years
and 15 years-old. There will be a
separate league for ages 12
through 15 if the response is
adelluate.
- All—geris who wish -10- Pa4%.
ticipate In this league need tb
contact the Murray ['arks
Department at 753-7640 Any
person interested iii coaching
should also contact the Parks
Department,

paid handsomely, with the winners naturally getting more.
Mrs. Brown is particularly
disturbed with Kennedy, who
retires Sunday. -It does not
make sense to me that a lameduck commissioner can refuse
this before he can hear the details about it," she said, calling
Kennedy's decision "the most
ridiculous thing I ever heard."
Mrs. Brown said she believed
incoming NBA Commissioner
Larry O'Brien "is going to be a
more sensible man to work
with."
"We are sitting here today
looking at championship rings,"
she said. "The NBA's say
world champions. Ours are going to say that. But the truth is,
neither of us can say that, not
unless we play each other.
-The NBA might as well recognize the fact that we're here
to stay and they should recognize that the No. 1 priority is
the fans. They're entitled to see
this."

The Best Deals
In
Town
This
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
May 30-31 - June 1
Is At

Lindy's 19°
Hamburgers
& Miniature Goff Course
Hamburgers 12 ea.
Cheeseburgers 17' ea.
No Limit Buy All You Want
No Coupon Needed

Major League
Leaders
By The Associated Press
National League
BATTING
(90
at
bats)
R
paShm
, it3h48
, StL, .359; Sanguillen
RUNS--Lopes, LA, 42; Ce
deno, Htn, 34.
RUNS BATTED IN—Garvey
36
62
:
. Winfield, SD, 35.
HITS—arvey, LA, 68; Cash
DOUBLES-rubb, SD, 16
Milian, NY, 13: Bench, Cin, 13.
TR I PLES—GroSs.
Htn,
5,
D.Parker, Pgh, 4; Brock, StL
4; Metzger, Htn, 4.
HOME
RUNS—Bench, Cin
10; Wynn, LA, 10; Winfield' D,
9.
STOLEN
BASES- Morgan.
Cm, 21;
Cedeno, Mtn, 21;
Lopes, LA, 18
PITCHING (6
Decisions)-Messersmith, LA, 7 1, .875,
2 327 R Jones, SD, 62, .750,
1 58.

19th Hole Special
Two rounds of golf for the price of one. Buy first round
get second round free.
Lindy's Serves Only 100%
Pure Ground Beef
Open 7 Days - 9:30 to Midnight

Watch For Our Anniversary Celebration

American League
bats)—
(90
at
BATTING
Carew, Min, .371; Munson, NY,
351.
30;
NY,
RUNS—R.White,
OtiS, KC, 28.
RUNS BATTED IN—McRae
KC, 34; Horton, Det, 32.
HITS-McRae, KC, 56; Mun
son, NY, 54; FiiverS, Cal, 54;
Orta, Chi, 54.
DOUBLES'—Chalk, 611. 13,

19' Hamburger
Miniature 64-Course

mcmae,

4;
Cat,
TRIPLES-:Rertiy,
Rivers, Cal, 4; Orta, Chi, 4; 6
Tied With 3.
HOME RUNS—Horton, Det,
10; Bonds, NY, 9; R.JackS0n,
Oak, 9.
STOLEN BASES—Rivers,
Cal, 28, Otis, KC, 25.

753-1314

1201 Chestnut
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Months Of Argument In Store
For Mail Rate Recommendation
WASHINGTON
t AP) Months of argument are in
prospect over the recommendation that the cost of mailing a
letter should be 8,,2 cents per
ounce instead of 10 cents and
that rates should be higher for
newspapers, magazines, circulars, catalogs and packages.
Meanwhile, the 10-cent firstclass rate that was implemented in March 1974 on a
temporary basis will remain in
effect.
The 842-cent rate for first
class and higher rates in other
classes were recommended
Wednesday by Administrative
Law Judge Seymour Wenner,
who presided over extensive
hearings that explored what it
costs to handle the mail.
His recommendations may be
overturned, but his finding that
it costs less than 10 cents per
ounce to handle a letter - and
that first-class mail thus subsidizes other classes - will intensify long-standing debate
over postal costs.
Those who argue for lower
first-class rates agree with
him. Large mailers and others
likely to oppose his recommendation that rates for other
classes be higher argue that
the way the postal expenses are
calculated makes it difficult to
determine the real costs of
first-class mail.
The Postal Rate Commission,
set up by congress to review
postal rates In much the same

way that public service commissions regulate utilities, contends that it's almost impossible to decide fair rates for
each class until the Postal
Service changes its cost system.
The Postal Rate Commission
estimates that it will be about
two months before it decides
whether to change Wenner's
recommendations.
Once the commission has acted, the nine governors appointed by the President to oversee
the operation of the Postal
Service may accept its recommeadations, ask the commission to reCbriSIder, or seek a review in federal court. By unani-

mous vote, all nine governors
could alss put into effect a rate
schedule different from what
the commission recommends.
Even after the present case
is resolved, the "final" rate
might not last longer than 100
days. The .Postal Service has
already announced plans to file
a new rate proposal, and any
portion of a new rate that does
not exceed one-third of the
present rate can be implemented on a temporary basis
100 days after the new filing.
The Postal Service says it
will need the new rates to cope
with inflatibn and to pay the
salary increases now being
negotiated with postal workers'

Phone.

Address.

_-

Have You attended nursery school?
If so, where?
SponsorChild's Hobbies:
Favorite Color:

Favorite Food:

Murray
element:
Murray ;
of more
have wc
student
on the c
Miss P
Mrs. Lill
Route 8,
as a sti
Financia
three-w

Application should be completed and mailed to Carol McDougal along with sponsor's fee and 3 x 5 photograph at 1307
Poplar, Murray,no later than June 20,1975.

POLYESTER
FIBER FILLING
REG.
127
1.47
a.

ihoss
cont. E

16-oz. package of Polyester Fiber
Filling. Can be used for filling toys,
comforters,
crib
bumpers,
decorations, and cushions. Nonflammable, will not shift or bunch.
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Cat(

Leaves hair naturally
clean and fresh ...
15-FLUID OUNCES

MARI
prograi

4
,
• ,o
,

,rents
C
0••
CAUTiON Co roe

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Shampoo
REG.
84*

/

Auditor-Democratic
3282 of 3303 precincts counted
George L. Atkins
82,712
Robert J. Damron
21.691
George H. Kendall
32,688
Harvey Braun
16,806
Landon Whitaker
29,355
Treasurer-Democratic
53296 of 1303 precincts counted
,
Frances Jones Mills
, 9759
Ed Dewahare
41,631
C. Paul Patterson
41,049

Men's walk shorts styled with belt loop waist,
pleated curtain, nylon zipper fly, two front western
pockets. Handsome solid colors in sizes 30 thru 42.

Manly deodorant soap
hut gentle enough for women

-Hold And Hold
And Hol&®

Bath Size Bars
Irish Spring

'INVISIBLE
HAIR NET

Deodorant
SOAP

Get 12-fl. oz, unscented invisible hair
net. Makes hair humidity-proof, windproof. Shampoos out easily. One ap.
plication holds hair even on the most
windy and humid days.

Ideal wear with jeans ...

Boys'PRINTED

T-SHIRTS
1 67
ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Kills fleas on your dog or cat
for ninety days .. .

BANSECT DOG OR CAT
Aids in tick control especially in the
neck area. Fits pets with necks up to
21-inches. Kills fleas on your pet for
ninety days. Also kills ticks. Choose
from dog or cat flea collars.

Great for the patio or any area
that needs something extra...

30 To A Box
Reg. s2.28
Save 29'

JR. BOYS
Printed "T"

SHIRTS
ROSES LOW PRICE

HOSES
LOW
PRICE

Medium Daytime

Kimbies
Bath size bars of Irish Spring
deodorant soap. Manly deodorant soap
but gentle enough for women to use
so. 5-02.(Net Wt.).
LIMIT 4

ce. vro

Z
OF
ONO

REG. 39°

99'

•••+••

48' FLEA COLLARS
77c

Leaves your hair naturally shinny
and lustrous and easy to manage.
Choose orange, strawberry, or green
apple. All 15-fluid ounces.

Holds hair 3 times longer ...
Adds body and weight to hair ..

ROSES LOW PRICE

Corn. of Agriculture-Democratic
3296 of 3303 precincts counted
Torn Harris
58.846
Beverly G Yeiser
59.681
Ray Stewart
17.562
John Stephenson
23,670
Kenneth Boone
23.654
Wnewirs.w in
15,136
Woodrow W Hollan

t

Parent(s) Name:

go.,

Secretary of State-Democratic
3382 of 3303 precincts counted
78,513
:Drexel Davis
33,927
John tftvan
46,588
Thalma Conway
39,115
Charles Harns
26.982

4e New York, N •

Stl
mar,

Birthdate:

Non-allergenic .."„IVen-flemmable .. Easy to work with

n handsome solid colors ..

Governor-Republican
3298 of 3303 precincts counted
45,416
Robert E Gable
19,657
Elmer Begley Jr
10,786
Tommy Klein
8,395
Granville Thomas

Metropotttan

unions.
Wenner also recommended
that the domestic air mail rate
be 15 cents per ounce, instead •
of the temporary 13-cent figure
now in effect, on the grounds
that the extra cost of handling
air mail exceeds the three-cent
difference between that rate
and .the first-cbms rate.
The distinction is soon to beU. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Motorboat Examiners, Jim And
come outdated, however, as the
result of a Postal Service plan Nancy Schempp, are shown checking one of the life vests on
to merge air mail and first- board a pleasure boat owned by Joseph W. Graves. The
class mail. Postal officals esti- Gras.es iamily, while enjoying boating activities during the
mate that this will enable them Memorial Day weekend, took a few minutes to have their
to save the extra costs of air boat and safety equipment examined to ensure that they
mail and provide all first-class complied with State and federal requirements. The vessel
mail with service as fast as examinations are made by qualified members of the
that now promised for air mail. Autiliarv as a public service without charge or obligation.

WALK
SHORTS

Governor-Democratic
3296 of 3303 precincts counted
256.518
Julian Carroll
112,437
Todd Hollesbach
15,059
Mary Louise Foust
6,018
Robert M. Johnson

0Metropolitan Life
Where the future is nou

Name:

MEN'S NQ-IRON

Attorney General-Democratic
3296 of 3303 Precincts Counted
Robert F Stephens
61,031
.Anthony M Wilhoit
60,845
21,369
Arthur Samuels
David L Van Horn
32,266
Jimmy Don Robinson
36,645

Freeda Kuykendall
753-4567 or 247-3528

July 11, 1975
University School Auditorium

35% Polyester, 65% Cotton
Poplin gives you total
easy care and comfort .

la. Governor-Republican
3296 of 1303 precincts counted
Shirley Palmer-Ball
31,444
Bob Bersky
20.230

Where
the
future
is
now

Ovi

Central
Shopping
Center
9-9 Daily
1-6 Sun.

',lie
flees
12. Govenne-Danftgidlc
3296 of 3303 preenediv lautted
Thelma L Stovall
99,203
Wm. L Sullivan
58,537
E wart W. Johnson
21.321
Ed W Hancock
14,432
Wayne T Rutherford
64,449
Thomas M Ward
60,019
Lyle I. Willis
4,065
James 0. Day
7,142
Rontld E. Butler
8,7=
Charles Sweeney Sr.
5,164
Louis S. Grace
4,267

Railroad Commission
1st District
823 of 841 precincts counted
L.H Frymire, Irvington
9,726
6,656
W E Poore. Paducah
Charles Peck, Calvert City
18,294
Volney Brien, Benton
4,566
Jerry L. Austin, Benton
7,60,3
Raymond C Harper, Paducah
4.664
4.369
J D. Daniell. Paducah
16,600
Geroge E Williams,Sebree
5,464
Henry F. Keeling. Paducah
id District
1371 of 1377 districts counted
12,423
Gene Spaulding, Lexington
12,081
Wilbur Schu. Georgetown
18,804
Glen Strickland. Louisville
13,011
John Manning, Louisville
8,613
Edward Bohannon, Fern Creek
10,926
J.K Discher, Frankfort
70,926
John W. Rice 1 nuisville
3rd District
1085 of 1085 precincts counted
13,274
Robert Damron, lye'
112,347
Jimmy Turner, Drift
10,422
Stir! Harris, Turkey Creek
9,044
W.K. Keathley. Pikeville

ENTRY BLANK
LITTLE MISS MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
PAGEANT

Limit 3

$1 9

magicoior
No Drip
Flat Latex
Wall Paint

HANGING GLASS
TERRARIUM
Hanging Glass Terrarium with roses
that add a decorator touch to your
patio or any room
.n your home

Reg $296
5.98

INF

No Drip Flat Latex

Wall Paint
Reg.

397

54.47
Boys coiortoi T Shirts with printed
designs Ideal wear with leans or
shorts All styles of 100% cotton in
boys sizes 8 to 16

1 27
EACH
Sizes 4-7

Accent almost any
room with the trothtional styling of. . .

• thick . . . won't drip • no splatter
• dries i n 20 minutes
• easy clean up with wate
• goes on smoothly
• covers more evenly

Ma

a
0

58'1 Round

RUGS
ROSES LOW PRICE

192
Traditional styled 5r round rugs,
etc.
ideal for den, entry hall, bedroom.
waffle
100% clarion polyester with
backing. Select topaz, raspberry,
avocado, blue, or brown colors.

-r;
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am:1k 6 -
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Over 1,400 Students Work In
Student Employment At MSU
Marilyn Kay Prescott of
Murray Route 8, a freshman
elementary education major at
Murray State University, is one
of more than 1,400 students who
have worked part-time in the
student employment program
on the campus this year.
Miss Prescott, the daughter of
Mrs. Lillian Prescott of Murray
Route 8, is currently employed
as a student assistant in the
Financial Aid Office during the
three-week intersession bet-

ween the spring semester and
the summer term.
She held a similar position
during the 1974-75 school year
and will have the same work
assignment next year.
"Having this job has made it
possible for me to be financially
able to attend college," she
said, "and I have also had the
benefit of training in different
office procedures."
Students involved in the two
campus work
programs,

MARILYN PRESCOTT at work in the student employment
program at Murray State University.

University
Student
Employment and Federal WorkStudy, will earn approximately
$640,000 during this year, according to Joyce Gordon,
coordinator of student employment.
Most students approved for
employment may work up to 15
hours a week, with students
employed in maintenance or
food service allowed to work a
maximum of 20 hours a week.
Work schedules are structured
around academic schedules.
Almost every department on
the campus employs students
during the school year, with the
library, the residence halls, and
the food service operation
among the largest employers.
"The financial reward of
part-time student employment
is significant," Mrs. Gordon
said, "because it can provide a
major share of funds needed to
meet the expenses of attending
the university."
She explained that a student
who works 15 hours a week for
both the fall and spring
semesters in the 1975-76 school
year can earn from $900 to $925.
The hourly rate at Pay will be
$1.70 until DecTIL-I975, -and
increased to $1.87 at that time.
"So a student who wants to
attend college but feels he
cannot because of financial
difficulties owes it to himself at
least to explore the opportunities to solve that
problem through the student
employment program," Mrs.
Gordon added.
She said student employment
applications and other financial
aid information may be obtained by contacting: Student
Financial Aid Office, Administration Building, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, (telephone 502 762-25461.

Evangelist Vernon Colvin will conduct the "old fashioned
revival" at Calvary Temple first Pentecostal Church of God,
located 1% miles south of Murray on U.S. Highway 641, starting Friday, May 30, and continuing through Tuesday, June 3.
Services will start at 730 p.m. With Evangelist Colvin, as pictured, will be his wife and children, Veronica and Bubba. The
church pastor, Paul Wanger, invites the public to attend
these special services.

Yeter--Emerges As Apparent
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API With only seven precincts still
to be counted, Winchester agr'businessman Beverly G. Yeiser emerged the apparent victor over former natural resources commissioner Thomas
0. Harris in the race for the
Democratic nomination for agriculture commissioner.
Yeiser led Harris Wednesday
by 835 votes-59,681 to 58,846.
Harris had appeared in the

-

HAVE
AN
AWFUL
COLD
TODAY
I

KEEP FAR AWAY
FROM YOUR
FRIENDS SC,
THEY
A-7 DON'T
CATCH
IT

lead earlier Wednesday.
One of the uncounted precincts, in Adair County, had a
jammed voting machine. Six in
Jefferson County were not
counted because of paper ballots, jammed machines ant
other reasons.
Pre-election figures from the
Kentucky Secretary of State's
office indicate there are a total
of 855 registered Democrats in
the uncounted precincts.
Yeiser, seeking his first elective post, had been endorsed by
the incumbent agriculture commissioner, Wendell P. Butler.
Like Harris, he based his campaign on improved farm income through expanded markets and diversified farming.
He also said if elected to the
522,500-a-year post, which carries a four-year term, he would

HI, SLUGGO
eipvELTY

Hospital Report
May 27, 1975
Adults 135
Nursery 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Henry (mother,
Judith), 1632 W. Olive, Murray,
Baby Boy Colson (mother
_Debra1, Rt. 4, Murray, Baby
Girl Parrish (mother Sandra),
Rt. 2, Box 194A, Murray, Baby
Girl
Beale (mother Zana
140rof
1806 B. Monroe, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary E. Phillips and
Baby Boy, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Laveda J. Canup, Rt. 8, Box 165,
Benton, Mrs. Helen E.
Hargrove, Rt. 2, Box 203A,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley D.
Gallimore, Rt. 1, Hazel, Miss
Melinda J. Sheridan, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Maggie M.
Beadles, Box 38, Mayfield,
Larry D. Shekell, Rt. 3, Murray,
Dalton D. Parker, 108 N. 10th.,
Murray, Charles L. Pittman
(expired), Rt. 3, Murray.

Ot.IRE GET GICK
OF TEI.LINE4
ONE WHAT5 FOR
DtNNEIZ

r.

Vatican City, covering only
100 acres, is the smallest country in Europe. Its full name is
the State of Vatican City.

DOCTOR IVE
BEEN wAvING
TRouBLE WITH

THERE'S ONLY
ONE THING
FOR YOU
TO DO

MY NECK

F)om NOW ON
TURN YOUR

Another
Jaycee's
Attraction

FAR
FROM
IT

iTCOL1LD BLOW UP71-teThERE's WV/
ENTIRE PLANET IF IT
1/.4.
FELL IN 0THGHAND.5
OF 50ME CHILDI
froV
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91
1

42 Evaluate
44 Courtyard
47 Excite
pleasurably
51 Anger
52 Warm
53 A continent
54 Ethiopian title
55 Sea eagles
56 Dispatched
57 Compass
point
DOWN
1 Rooms in

gait42,
iii
27

N22
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7:30 p. m.
Saturday
May 31

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
Must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.

HORNBUCKLE1
BARBER Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Also Watkins
Products. 753-9067.

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified
Display,
Circulo
Classified,
tion and the Business
mar be
Offic•
reached on 75.31916
and 753-19/7
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45 Ale

LOST - Man's Bilfold in
Big K Store Monday. If
found please call 437-4424
A reward is being offered

U.

6 Help Wanted
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iii
Dim., by United

•0.iiiii:
51

gal
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mature Send - Le. ne.
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COMING!
NATION -WIDE

THE LEP-

Limit 60 cars
Contact any Jaycee
Member for Entry Blank
Entry fee $5.00

2 Notice

birthday
167th
The
celebration of Jefferson Davis
institute consumer education will be held Sunday, June 1, at
programs aimed at making the Jefferson Davis Monument,Fairview, Ky., with a barbecue
housewives better shoppers.
Yeiser has an agriculture de- to be served at 11:30 a. m. in the
gree from Western Kentucky picnic area.
At 1:30 p. m. the program will
University. He is chairman of
Yeiser Inc., an egg production open at the monument with
and marketing firm in Which- music by the Todd County JACK AND Jill- openings
for children. Infants Central Rebel Band. Appearing
ester.
years. Drop-in service.
Rev.
will
on
be
program
the
face
In November, he will
753-9922.
Tompkinsville farmer and life Alvis Lee, Lewis Hemple, and
insurance salesman J. Robert David Cumbee. "Miss Con3 Card Of Thanks
Miller, who ran unopposed for federate 1975" will also be
crowned.
the Republican nomination.
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PRIZE MONEY
Plus TROPHIES
Get Your
EntrylnEarly.
—I KNOW I CAN
'MUST'THE NUCLEAR
REACTOR TO YOU, HIGH
LUMP!- you ARE NOT

Jefferson Davis Event
To Be Held On Sunday

LET'S GET RID OF THE5E
61)Y5 ONE,TIX, THREE!

PITCH IT
IN THERE
CHARLIE
BROWN!

Rev. Charles I ynn Parker,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Parker, will be the speaker at
the homecoming to be held
Sunday, June 1, at the Goshen
United Methodist Church,
located at the intersection of
Kentucky Highways 121 and 299
at Stella.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m., worship service at eleven
a.m., potluck meet at noon, and
gospel singing immediately
following the meal, according to
Rev. C. William Hart, church
pastor. The Hallmark's of
Paducah and Joe and Kaye
Doran of Murray will be among
the featured singers present.
Rev. Parker, pastor of Bolton
and Gratitude Church near
Memphis, Tenn., will finish
course work for the Master of
Divinity degree at Memphis
Rev. Charles L Parker
Theological Seminary in
January 1976. He is now serving Cottage Grove Circuit in Henry
as president of the Student County, Tenn., and Providence
Government at the Seminary. in Madison County near
He attended Kirksey High Jackson, Tenn. He is married to
School,
Bethel
College, the former Darrylin Kaye
McKenzie,
Tenn.,
and Treas,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
graduated cum laude from H. E.(Jackie) Treas of Murray
Lambuth College, Jackson, Route Seven. They have three
Tenn., in 1974.
sons, Rodney Lynn, age 14,
The
former
Calloway Terry Daryl, age 12, and Hugh
minister has served churches- Edward, age 10.

* DERBY
Get Your Entries Here!
L!
-1 1114P. MIKES UNION 76 SER.
• •
4th & Elm St.
641 SHELL SIR.
South 12th St.
MURRAY AMOCO
South 12th I. Glendale St
SUITER SHELL SIR
12th & Chestnut St.

TAYLOR MOTORS INC.
303 South 4th St.
McCLARD SHELL SIR.
601 Main St.
THE DOCTOR
4th L Pine St.
GLEN'S 66 SIR.
506 North 4th St.

EXPERIENCED painters
Steady work. For interview call 753-5287.
LECITHIN! Vinegar! B6!
Kelp now all four in one
capsule, ask for VI36-4-,
Dale & Stubblefield
Rexall.
--------- -

I

Wanted
Service Station

attendant. Must be experienced.
Give
References. Apply in
person
at
Hutson
Texaco Service or Corvette Lanes, 1415 Main.

TALENT WANTED for
weekly talent show at the
Countryside
Outdoor
Theatre. Call Harvey
Conaway 753-9807. '
WANTED VOCALISTS,
male and female, for the
_Countryside
Outdoor
Theatre. Call Harvey
Conaway, 753-9807.

AORLD 5 GREATEST THRILL SPECTACULAR,

Calloway County Fairgrounds

ED
DANCERS:
Jitterbug,
for
the
Countryside
Outdoor
Theatre. 18 or older, male
and female. Call Harvey
Conaway, 753-9807
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/rPAYSTO ADVERT/SE..• ADVERT/SE WHERE/I'PAYS...
6. Help Wanted

10. Business Opportunity

6. Help Wanted

WANTED: ELECTRIC COUPLE TO operate small
motel, Mayfield, KenAlso
player.
piano
vocalists--orefer female. tucky. Personal in436-2569 or 435-2266 after 5
terviews Saturday and
p.m.
Sunday. Call 647-6179, Mid
Towner Motel.

Kay
FOR
MARY
Cosrrielics call Sonya
Futrell, 753-4505.
CARING IS sharing. We
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

10. Business Opportunity

CAR HOPS, FOUNTAIN
KITICHEN
GIRLS,
HELP. Apply In person at
Sonic Drive Inn, 12 mile
Stewart
of
North
Stadium, H.641 North.
NEEDED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

PORTABLE automatic
washing machine. Good
to
HEALTH,life, burial, up
condition. 9 x 12 braided
no
$2000.00. Health
rug. Call 753-0229.
problem. Call 753-1976.
FORMICA TOP table and
six chairs. Color-tan. 4928432.

If you're a
good driver, 17. Vacuum Cleaners
I can
ELEMOLUX sales and
Tony
Call
service.
probably
753-6760,
Montgomery,
day or night.
save you
money on car THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
insurance.
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.

110111011101114:414111404111KOLIIK

Owner leaving town and needs to sell home with
Transferrable VA Loan. Payment of $143.00 per 51
month including taxes and insurance. Home has 3
large bedrooms, hardwood floors, large- lot with
trees and easy walking to shopping center. Good
deal if bought soon.

.SINGER TOUCH and Sew
in like new condition.
Push button bobbin and so
call,
The sooner you
Sold new over $250.
forth.
the sooner you save.
Pay balance of 94.60 or
fully
terms
easy
Ronnie Ross
guaranteed. For free
210E. Main
home demonstration, call
Phone 753-0489
753-1116 anytime.

Best selection of Duplexes in town. All nearly new excellent condition. Located at 907 and 913 Story.
Two duplexes on Duiguid Drive and 1808 Monroe
Ave. They are all brick veneer construction, some 3
and some two bedroom units. All carpeted with central heat and air.
-van Street we offer a small church for sale,
At 310 Ii
priced at $12,000.

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.

24. Miscellaneous

32 Apartments For Rent
AIR
CONDITIONED
apartment for summer.
One
bedroom. Ray
Apartments, Hwy. 121
North, 753-3139 after 7 p.
m.
FURNISHED one bedroom
apartment. Couples only.
Call 753-6524.

WATER HEATER Sale, 5
year outright warranty.
All heater elements are
FOR RENT
4500 watt round models.
Nice furnished apart30 gallon single element
ments for boys or girls,
$66.88. Double Element
summer
and
fall
models 30 gallon $6988.40
semesters. Also efgal. 179.88, 52 gallon
ficiency apts. for girls.
989.88. 82 gallon, $129.88.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
Table top double element
753-5108 after 6 p.m.
models 30 gallon $97.88. 40
gallon $107.88 Wallin
Hardware across from THREE
unROOM
Paris Post Office.
furnished apartment. On
one side with elderly
TILLER 3 H. P. B&S
woman. Must be elderly
P.
H.
Engine, 1176.75 5
couple, retired. Some
power
engine
B&S
utilities furnished. $30.
reverse, ;219.95. Wallin
Call 753-6173 or 753-4522.
Hardware across from
Paris Post Office.
VACANT NICE furnished
apartment in country
WHITE BABY bed, extowards lake. $75 monthly
cellent condition, Call 753or $20 weekly. Call 7537831 after 5 p. m.
8333 or 753-7671.
KEEP CARPET cleaning TWO BEDROOM apart'problems small with -ment, furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-4331.
steam cleaners and
sharnpooers for rent at
Industrial
Marimik
Supply, 753-7753

14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY used china
cabinet. Call 753-7975.
DARK FIRED tobacco
plants. Call 435-4318.

Immaculate home in Gatesboro. A one owner home
built for comfort and convenience. Features all extras you expect to find in a home. Owner wants a
smaller home. Her move will be your gain.

COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Estate appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.

BOUGHT NEW Gibson
tiller. Used it twice. Am
now moving. It's yours for
$225.00. Call 753-8358.
WIDE FRONT end Avery
tractor, with cultivator
and disc. Can be seen at
Duncan's Garage, East
94, or Call 753-9983.

20. Sports Equipment

15. Articles For Sale

1

MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Partial
apartment.
utilities paid. Air conditioned. Call 753-9741.
NICE FURNISHED and
unfurnished apartments
and trailer. Reasonable.
Apply at 1414 Vine

Retired Couples
Where one Ls 62 or over. If your
net worth Ls less than $5,000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental. New 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments in Murray Manor,
Central air conditioning and
heat, stove, refrigerator and
water furnished.

Murray Manor Apts.
Diuguid Drive
753- 8668
APARTFURNISHED
MENT, large kitchen,
living
room-bedroom
combination. Call 7538175.

32 Apartments For Rent

36. For Rent Or lease

TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Air conOff-street
ditioned.
parking. No utilities
furnished. Call Buel
Stalls, 753-3474 day, 7533519 at night.

FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate. 100 x
200 ft. $30 per month.
Hook-up for trailer. Call
753-9143 after 2 p.m. or
7534655.

APARTFURNISHED
37. Livestock - Supplies
MENT. Large kitchen,
room-bedroom
living
PERFORMANCE
combination. Call 753TESTED 42 and 3,4 blood
8175.
Simmental, Maine-Anjou,
Limousin and Chianinia
furnished
NEATLY
bulls for sale. All bulls
apartment. Carpeted and
for service. Also '2
ready
air conditioned. Kslly's
httrO'd" - Limousin and
Pest Control, 100 S. 13th
Chianinia cows calving.
Street.
'4 blood calves in April
3
and May. Broadbent
TWO BEDROOM apartFarms, Cadiz, Kentucky.
ment, carpeted. Couples
235-5182 days or 235-5170
or teachers only. 753-2898.
nights.

33. Rooms For Rent

38. Pets Supplies

FURNISHED ROOM for
the
rent. Call 753-1387. Across DUE TO DEATH in
dogs
offering
am
family,
from university.
for sale at a bargain. Call
753-2620 for further in34. Houses For Rent
formation.
FARM HOUSE for rent.
Middle aged couple. For CUSTOM-MADE dog house
further information call
for large dog, $20. Call
3624632.
753-8709.
FOR SALE four Jersey
Heifers and one Angus
male. Call 753-3276.

ONE IRISH Setter, male
puppy, eight weeks old.
$35. Call 753-7585.

8 x 40 TWO BEDROOM air
conditioned. $800 or v.411
trade for larger trailer,
car or truck. Call 489-2595.
12 x 44' ALL electric house
over
Take
trailer.
payments. May be seen at
Duncan's Garage, East 94
or call 753-9983.
REDUCED $2,000! 1975
Mobile home double wide,
3 bedroom, completely
furnished, 11 acres land,
all tendable. Creek runs
through center, all fenced. Located on Coles
Camp Ground, 3 miles
from city limits. Sell or
trade for 2 or 3 bedroom
house in town. Mobile
home 99,000 or 11 acres
11,000 or together $18,500.
Call 753-8133.

PARADIS
Boardini
Pick ui
service
Call 753-

41. Publ
CARPOE
31st, 9 a
Callows
hair di
records
ends.
BIG 8 P
Friday
Men,
childrei
sizes.
radio, fu
and rnis
Campgr
watersb

GARAGE
unusual
110,000.
each).
golf clu
depress
nippon
aways, 1
607 S.
sday,
Saturda:
CARPOR
Friday I
miles ei
cord on

8 x 32' American Trailer.
Call 436-5885 after 8 p. m.

1974 70 H. P. Johnson
engine. Excellent condition with SST prop.
11,050.00. 753-6809.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
If you hurry, you may be able to buy this charming
clean with Blue Lustre. 1969 V-BOTTOM Runabout
English style on N. 7th Street. Magnificent mantle
16' Swiss Six, 100 H. P.
Rent electric shampooer.
over fireplace in the large living room. Also has sun
Johnson Motor, 18 gallon
Big K, Bel Air Shopping
porch, basement, and lots of trees. This home has
built-in tank. All skiing
Center.
personality.
accessories. Call 753-5273
before 6 p. m. Call 753- DRESSES AND coats,
You can get one of the best bargains in town at 1634
7736 after 6 p. m. and ask
sizes 16 and 18. Junior
Miller. Huge living room with fireplace, 3 ..,
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
for Gary.
2 chest of
bedrooms,carpeted, nice kitchen, large garage on a " sizes 11, also
electric, central air753-2478.
Call
drawers.
,.
corner lot. Look it over and make an offer. We'll
conditioning and heating.
9'2
EXTRA
NICE
p.
h.
talk.
$3000 or best offer. See at
Evinrude motor. 1_4'
RECUT .PICTURE
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
aluminum
boat
to
and
ready
frames,
Lovely contemporary home on Lynnwood C.ourt
Homes highway 94).
trailer. Boat been used
assemble, assorted sizes.
near the new Murray High School on a nice shaded
4
only
hours.
to
Priced
ComLumber
Murray
therrnopane
Has
old.
years
11-2
only
is
home
lot. This
sell. Call 753-1586 days 28. Heating & Cooling
pany.
windows, carpets, central heat and air, kitchen with
and 753-3590 after 5 p. m.
all built-ins, dining room, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, and
AIR CONDITIONER Sale.
garage. Call for an appointment.
DINING • TABLE and 6
All models have adchairs. $135. Call 753-9519. 16' EVINRUDE inboardCozy little 3 bedroom home in Pottertown. This
justable thermostats and
walk
outboard with
home is on about an acre of land. Excellent home
variable speed fans.
cash
WITH
ADDER
through windshield, 155
for newly weds or make good rental.
drawer, simulated stone
H.P. Buick V-6 motor. 10,000 BTU. .$193.88
fireplace, new condition.
Boat, motor, and trailer 14,000 BTU. $225.88
Very neat and attractive county home cooly nested
in excellent condition. 17,000'BTU. .$242.88
Admirablack and
under big trees. Home is just over a year old and
white TV. Rieek-face
Call Don Tucker, 753-4342 20,000 BTU.. $268.88
features 2 bedrooms, large dining area, air con23,000 BTU..1292.88
or 753-1930.
Johnson CB radio. Call
ditioned, with carport. This home is an exRoby Sales, Benton, Ky.
489-2199.
large
a
has
Also
$18,000.
ceptionally good buy at
14'
40,
cp.
h.
RUNABOUT,
work area in rear that would be ideal for working on
Johnson motor. 1600. Call 29. Mobile Home Rental\
TOMATO STAKES, 54-, 15
cars.
489-2595.
cents each. Redmon
12 x 50 MOBILE home, 1
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
FARM REDUCED! Owner leaving town and must
E., Murray.
mile from city limits on
sell their 4 bedroom home on 160 acres of land.
22. Musical
Mayfield Road. Private
Farm has approximately 30 acres of matured trees
ready for harvesting. With land prices going up you
16. Home Furnishings
BALDWIN PIANOS -and-- - lot, washer and dryer, air
can afford to pass up this bargain. Ideal investment
organs. Rent to purchase
conditioned and water
in the future.
FOR SALE: STOVE with
furnished. $100 per
plan. I,onardo Piano
self-cleaning oven, gold
month. Deposit and
Company, across from
18 acres just off Friendship Road for $6,500. Large
excellent condition. Sofa,
Post Office, Paris,
references. Call 753-3533.
gravel pit on property.
brown and gold, 6', $50.
Tennessee. Also the
MOBILE HOME, large
Call 753-7903.
Antique Mall, 4th &
•Subdivision property on Southwest edge of Murray.
trailer on waterfront lot.
Sycamore, Murray,
Owner will finance.
Rent by week or month.
Kentucky.
ONE GE refrigerator,
Call 436-2427.
machine
Singer. sewing
Been hankering for a place to invest your money inSENDER BASE guitar
Call
Chifferobe.
one
and
stead of paying so much income tax? Look over this
12 x 40, 2 Bedroom, air
with velvet lined hard
436-5332.
apartment complex at 16th and Valentine. Features
conditioned, water furshell case, like new. Also
6 apartments with excellent income as a big tax
nished. Couple or two
with
two
amplifier
15"
WHITE HOTPOINT Stove,
write-off.
boys. Call 753-0957.
Will
sell
speakers.
160.000. Carpeting: one,
or
Call
separate
together.
Like to sit on your cool porch in a private setting
white and gold 10 x 12,
753-1609 or after 6 p. m. FOX. MEADOWS and
supping tea and admiring the view of Kentucky
Dark Green: one 12 x 19,
753-4469. Ask for Steve.
Coach Estates mobile
Lake? We have just the place. Listed at $11,900. Let
one 9 x 14, one 9 x 12 and
home parks, exclusive
us show you!
odd pieces. 9 months old,
residential area, swimall for $250.00. Call 753_We have several beautiful building sites in and
ming pool. Families only.
0273.
753-3855.
around Murray. Call for details.
BEATEN DOWN carpet
8 acres on 641 North for only 921,500. Good highway
31. Want To Rent
paths go when Blue
frontage.
To take advantage of
Lustre arrives. Rent
TWO OR THREE bedroom
this real buy. Kustom
electric shampooer. U.
farm house within 10-12
K200B-5 amplifier has 4Western Auto, home of
miles of Murray. Must
channels
each
Gift
with
Well
"Wishing
have other adjacent
volume,
bass, treble and
Shop." '
reverb.
buildjng suitable for
3-newly
refur bished
workshop area. A block
battery
VELVET GREEN couch.
house is ideal. Phone 753753-4342
powered
microphones.
vacuum,
Kirby
Chair,
SO2 Maple
3p.m.
0=12
-inchfuttfrostless freezer, --greerr
Night Phones:
speakers in 2-5 foot
oat dishes, walnut bed
32. Apartments For Rent
columns, all rolled and
489-2181.
Edna Knight - 753-4910
pleated. Excellent conAPARTQUEEN SIZE bed frame
FURNISHED
Don Tucker - 753-1930
dition. Call Frank Gonor two
MENTS.
and solid maple head
One
zales, 753-1919 days, 753Zimmerman
C. Bailey Hendricks - 753-7638
board. Call 753-8651 after
I374 nights.
$
bedr%rirs.
arnesi 5 p:m.
,
a0
Apartinents south 16th
Ligamminammagommisopswasougssi,,
Street 753-6609
4 bedroom frame home for less than 920,000? Yes,
and it can be yours. This is an ideal home for a
young couple. Cute as a button. Nice yard with a
large garden spot. Located on 15th Street.

32 Apartments For Rent

27. Mobile Home Sales

Extra largo weeded balding let.

19. Farm Equipment

On South 16th we have listed a small income property, excellent tax-write-off. Very good return on your
investment of $14,500. Call now!
Beautiful 3 bedroom brick home on Holiday Drive.
Spacious rooms, extra convenient kitchen Mama
will love. Two car garage, Den with fireplace,
Sunken living-room, Truly an exceptional home.

MEDITERRANEAN
bedroom suit. Queen size
bed. Box springs and
mattress, triple dresser,
1200. Antique oak bed, $60.
Singer sewing machine,
cabinet, $125. Call 7538463.

22. Musical

12. Insurance

ATTENTION TEACHERS
- Substitute, Retired,
Graduating: As a parttime representative for
Enterprises
Field
Educational Corporation,
you can earn your own set
of World Book and
Childcraft plus generous
commissions in your
spare time, evenings and
inNo
weekends.
vestment. Limited
number of openings
available in all counties.
No previous sales experience necessary. Write
to Barbara Van Hooser,
Route 3, Princeton, Ky.
42445 or phone 365-3451
between 8:00-10:00 a. m.
( T-59)

FULL AND part-time
openings as a World Book
representative. Exceptional income opportunity. No sales experience necessary. For
appointment
interview
call 365-3451 between 8:0010:00 mornings or 6:0010:00 evenings. ( L-72)

16 Home Furnishings

-Ma lit

Two bedroom hike hem... Kirby lemings Trail.

I. this
Get navy from
wartime home sear Ky. Lake.

Nice A-frome cabin an Lawn
Shores, holy fendshed411,1100.

FOUR 1
Sale, A
trash ar
Olive St
31, 1975
Priced to sell-presicaly rentedInsmonshrte 2 bedroom, carpeted. acid.. kitchen opplisocces.

Professionelly d•c•rated, 3
bedroom, 2 baths, hitches-dew
central beat and air, deck.

2 bedroom
Mini-FIWIRI, MU
Monte located southwest of city
on 11 acres, priced to sell.

Imsweadate 3 bedroom, 11
2
/
bath home located west of city
se opproxierately 1 acre lot,
$49,11011.

Across from Robertson Scheel, 3
bedrooms 11
2 berths, kitcluen/
den, central

Marble entry, 3 large bedrooms,
2 baths with dressiog Drees, dee
with fireplace, 36 acre.

-mere then lint a 3
bedroom home. Yee mart see to
apprecirts the extras and
quelity of this beers.

..
Ihnieced-Yrie bedroom home
bested in city. Zoned cernneercioi with S ecru.

Live neer the lake in Cypress
Resent sectiese in this furnished
home for 525,250

Yes, a brick biome for man
520,0001 Weal for retiring
covens wanting spice for small
Ford's. Gera iteighlarhood.

1161111
.
1
diiriown.”
Wolk to Morrey Nigh. 79 foot
fonoRy roam, 3 bedrooms, 2
bath, central heat and sir

largo lot with garden, den with
brick wall and fireplace, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths.

Erns lone let, rawly demoted
hoese 1,4 mile from city.

Went to be seer shopping cow
ter? Leek le this widens home.

2 bedrooms, central heat on
South 13th St. in e price reap
yee can effort

- Smell hems, big yard as North
16th St. Extended.

5 ecru, living neon with diaries
Sr.., 2 bedrooms, fireplace
with built.,,.

Secceirfx1 drfewle sweleennt
business. Owner bee fiber'b.
tenets. Owner wUOWL
-r

Tr a 74" feet class-up shop.
Lots of parting space. Aimost
new Be your own boss.

Weeded mehole home lot. Al
utilities only $2,250 insteeml.
College Farm Road extended

Attrectively decorated, lateness
inclmles dishwasher, disposed,
range, refrigerator, compactor,
pawo static 3 bedroom, 2
WA I

vacation
Privets-Restk•hisal
home near Ky. lake. Priced
below replacement. For this
seinsawir's *anew. Neer is the
taut. beryl

3 bedroom home with 30' x 32'
streas-stoel clams-op sloop en
2/3 acres let as. town. is
cellist keens besin•ss corn
bin/tier.

Tear around lobo home with
good view of Ky.
Basement could be mode into
Up

5
Lid
Mu
ani
STI
per
1.

be

Pan
ver
um
ses

u.T.;•T

r:',M

Si.'

'creeps extra neat boon e
end a 40' x 40' slime fin home
Price hen
business
hems reduced

1.1111111'

titre nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with fireplace, central
hoot and air. nue purchaser of
this home nil get o bargain

3 bedrooms aryl femay room
fireplace end 20 ecru of lend
Bargain priced at only $77,000

Very nicely furnished 2 bedroom
on extra large lot in lakesvey
Snores.

Talent, Realtor 753-1607

Maisie Poe, Neater Associate

MUSICAL GROUP
WANTED

Donald R.
Tuckers Realtors

A

worm Wises, Resiter, Aen•
theamer and General inserence
Agent - 733-3146.

Phone
753-3263

Lorene leis, Gel,
Associate 7S34079

Realtor

RON

Wilson Real Estate
202 South 4th

Across from Post Office

8A?4,4

(
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38 Pets

Supplies

CARPORT
SALE,
Saturday, May 31st, 9 a.
m.-5 p. m. 411 S. 8th
Street.

PARADISE KENNELS Boarding and grooming,
Pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.

RUMMAGE SALE, including vacuum cleaner,
electric broom, metal
awnings,
mattress,
clothing
galore.
American Legion Hall.
Saturday, May 31, 8:30 a.
m. Call 753-8333.

41. Public Sales
CARPORT SALE, May
31st, 9 a. m. -5 p. m. 1707
Calloway Ave. Furniture,
hair dryer, golf clubs,
records and odds and
ends.

HOUSEHOLD Sale - 1621
Catalina, Saturday arid
Sunday. Everything goes.
Priced to sell.

BIG 8 Party Yard Sale.
Friday and Saturday.
Men,
women
and
YARD SALE, May 29, 30
children's clothing, all
and 31st. 8:00 a. m. til
sizes. Dishes, fttereo, dark. 506 Richardson, off
radio, furniture, antiques, Sycamore, one block west
and miscellaneous. Coles
ot S. 16th. Lots of old
Campground Road near-, Va.ssware.
watershed.
43 Real Estate

GARAGE SALE - most
unusual -no junk- over
$10,000, in coins, ($5-$500
each). Complete set of
golf clubs, bone china,
depression carnival ware,
nippon china. No give
aways, but fairly priced.
607 S. 9th Street, Thurand
sday,
Friday
Saturday,11 a. m.-6 p . m.

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time:Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

CARPORT Sale Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 4/
1
2
miles east of New Concord on 444. Follow signs.

111,900.

FOUR PARTY Garage
Sale, Antiques, clothes,
trash and treasure, 1000
Olive Street, 8 a. m. May
31, 1975

W valor
rotiriwg
Of smell
ootl.

k***********************k
*

*
**
**
*

lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio

*

L 'goner*

43. Real Estate

41. Public Sales

Presents

*

**
**
**
**

REDUCED
THREE
Bedroom, 2 bath, brick
veneer at Coldwater.
Central electric heat and
air. Wall to wall carpet,
double garage. Just
$35,500. Contact BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE, 105 North 12th
or call 753-8080.
SPRING
SPECIALSOne-third to 17 acres.
John
C. Neubauer,
Realtor. )3ob Rodgers,
Associate. Office 753-0101,
home 753-7116.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom,
newly
redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on
acre lot. One car garage.
Two miles from Murray.
Call for appointment. Call
753-4931.
44. Lots For Sale
LOT FOR SALE in Sherwood Forrest. Call 75371=

Friday, May 30 7:30 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
MSU

*
**
*
*
*

o North

lot. Al
stollod.
dod.

Saturday, May 31st, is the
LAST DAY to purchase City of
Murray BUSINESS PRIVILEGE
and VEHICLE LICENSES (CITY
STICKERS) to ovoid a 10%
penalty that will be added June
1. The City Clerk's office will
be open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. May 31st for the convenience of those who are
unable to purchase their licenses prior to that date.
City of Murray

so with
Loh..
de Woo

.11,1171 PRIDE

fiNNON$013900,3

9,:,°1

CallowarCouity
and

Murray High
School
otiate

We Wish
the best

You

lirtaffew
111=111
listrsAkitsetaFo
tor

40p

Phone /533742
214 No. 15th St
(Next to Wallace Book Store)

46 Homes For Sale

KENIANA SHORES, large
wooded lots, restricted
sections, separate mobile
home sections, central
water, all weather streets
and lake access. Any lot
may be purchased for $10
down and small monthly
payment. Phone 436-5320
or 436-2473.

45. Farms For Sale

7494, or 753-7263.

NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.

FOR SALE BY owner:
New house in Circirarna,
818 So. 9th Three
bedrooms, Ph bath,
fireplace. You select the
Carpet. Call 753-7674.
FOR SALE: 4 bedroom
borne with bath on 13,4
-acre lot on highway 68
West, 11
/
2 miles from
Barkley Lake and 3 miles
from Barkley Lodge $14,000. Phone 522-6241 or
522-3175.
HOUSE AND 8 acres. 3
Bedrooms, 2 baths, living
room, dining area, den
with fireplace, kitchen,
utility room, workshop
and outbuildings. Call 4365511.

BY
OWNER
three
bedroom house, 1607
Wiswell Road. Currently
being redecorated inside
and out. Immediate
possession. Call 753-3903. FOR SALE 1971 Model
CL100 Honda,$150.00. Call
354-6691.
BY OWNER, new three
bedrooth house that
qualifies for tax rebate. 9. Used Cars & Trucks
Central air, carpet, appliances, garage, 1972 DATSUN truck. New
fireplace, two baths are
model. Call 247-2691
included. Call 753-3903.
before 5 p.m. and 354-6567
after 5'p.m. BY OWNER, lakefront
home, phone 8 a.m. to 5
1955 CHEVROLET, runs
p.m. 753;
9868 6 p.m. to 10
good, 125 Yamaha Enp.m. 753-6145.
duro. Call 435-4492.

Every Friday Is

Honda
Day
Ride Your Honda to
Work or School
Save Gas
Save Money

HOUSE AND 1 acre lot. 5
rooms with bath downstairs, 2 rooms upstairs.
Garage and outbuilding,
in Hazel, Ky. Call 4928271.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom brick-one year
old. Living room, kitchen/
2 baths, fully
den, 11
carpeted, central heat
and air, double car
garage. One block from
Murray High School. 7532659 or 753-8012.
NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesborough, 11
/
2 story,
contemporary
YTed.
Four bedrooms, three
baths. Many extras in
house including cathedral
ceiling, balcony, central
vacuurn and intercofn.
Qualifies for full $2',000
tax credit 753-9208.

CHEVROLET
1959
PICKUP, new paint, new
tires, new set wire spoke
hub caps. Call 4374596.
1929 FORD truck, rough
condition, 6250.00 or best
offer. Call 753-1961.
1972 GRAND PRIX,' excellent condition. Must
sell. Going overseas. Call
753-2864 after 5 p. m
1973 GRAND Torino Sport.
Air and power Excellent
condition. Call 743-6795.

FOR SALE YAMAHA 80
trail bike. Like new. $175
off of new price. Call 753- CLEAN 1970 red Nova, 309
8078.
engine, $1050. Nice 1970
Maverick, $895. Good 1966
173 HONDA CL-175. ExDodge, 2-door $375. Call
cellent condition. Call 753489-2595.
8211.
1973 HONDA CL 350. Ex- 1962 FORD automatic
good
cellent
condition. transmision,
condition $100. Call 753Reasonable price with
0412.
helmet. Call 753-2732.

ml Kirksoy Issoboll Worn will bore try sets

Saturday
May 31, 1975
behind the Kirksey School Budding.
Park

Tryouts will begin with
League (boys 6-8) 9:00 a. m.

(Girls 7-12) 10:000. rn
Little League (Boys 9-12) 11:000. .
(Girls 12-17) 1:00 p.m. -Those who have not filled otri applications
may fill out one on this day.

Auction
BY OWNER -three
bedroom brick - one year
old. Living room, family
room, kitchen-den., „134
baths, fully ca -peted,
central heat,,a-nd air,
double cr.-garage. One
block Jr6m Murray High
. 753-2659 or 7538012.

47 Motorcycles
FOR SALE 1975 Harley
Davidson Sportster XLH
1000. 700 miles. New bike.
Call 474-2346.

FOR SALE 5 large
waterfront lots. Call 4362427.
47. Motorcycles

* Public Invited, No Admission Charge *
t**********************# 6. Homes For Sale

-NOTICE

"VON'T FORGET TO LEAVE EACH E;CONOM)51
Ht.3 LITILE ?AD AND PENCIL . ONCE IN
A WHILE ONE OF 'THEM GET' AN IDEA "

Sale

Auction

nay, ay 30t 6:1 1 p.m.
Saturday, May 31st • 10:00 o.m.
Saturday, May 31st- 7:00 p.m.

$100,000.00 New Merchandise
Big T General Store
Going Out Of Business
Everything Sells
Location: /
1
4 mile East of Martin on Hwy. No. 22
Partial List
$40,000.00-Shotguns, rifles, pistols, Shotgun-Rifle-Pistol
Amo (cases t, Archery Equipment, Fishing Tackle Complete Line, Hunting Clothes, Boating & Camping
accessories, Coleman Supplies - Complete line.
Mowers dr Garden tillers, hand tools-Carpenter tools
- Complete Line, Hardware-Complete Line, Small Kitchen Appliances, Plumbing Supplies • Bath Fixtures,
Electrical Supplies, Building Supplies, Decor. &
Decoupage Supplies, 1970 Ford Pick-Up. Commercial
Fork Lift, Gondolla & Display Racks.

Terms: Cash
Concessions and Lunch Will Be Served
Note:
Firearms and ammunition sold only to Tennessee
Residents and licensed arms dealers. Must
•show proof
of residence or dealer.
For further information call: HAROLD WILSON, 5874189 or

Overton Real Estate
Auction CompanY
Auctioneers
Martin,Tenn.
Col. Mickey Moore
Martin. Tenn.

567-954.;
Col. Buford Evans
awrenceburg. Tenn.

CLEANING,
CARPET
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references, residential,
basiness and commercial,
tick drying. Call Hanchildren
FOR
WILL CARE
dyman, 753-9618.
in my home. Call 753-3949.

CARPENTER WILL do
remodeling,
additions,
and home repairs. Call
436-2516.

1967 MUSTANG. Call after
5 p. m. 753-9244.
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes
and air conditioning,
39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.

50 Campers
1970 TOM-A-HOME, 15foot, like new. $950. Call
753-8053 after 4 p.m.
NEW CAMPER, fully
equiped, 8'. Everything
convenient $900. Call 4354258.

WILL DO bush hogging,
vacant lots clipped. Call
753-5737 or 753-5576.

HINMAN'S RENTALS:
Roto tillers, hedge shears,
carpet and tile tools, wet
and dry vac, scrubbing
and polisher, chain, jig,
sawzall, and cutoff saws
Furniture dollies, jacks,
auto, sewer tools, and etc
Phone 753-5703, 802 North
18th Street.
D.C.'S ROOFING--new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 4374155.

PAINTING
DE -and
outside. Aeasonable
rates.,Phone 753-8983.
G READY to have
the carpet cleaned? Save!
Let us professionally
steam clean it. For free
estimates see Loyd
- Buhler's Carpet Cleaning
Service 753-4016.

PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 7535674.

NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
walks.
See
James
LESSONS, Hamilton. 753-8500
TENNIS
quality instructions,
reasonable rates. Call 7531387.
PaPerlangin9 and Patting

EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do build-up
water
roofing
and
proofing. Free estimate.
Will also mow lawns. 7534465.
WORK.
CARPENTRY
Remodeling, room additions, any type of h6me
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p.m

Residences and Commercial
Bill Houghton
753-0961

Quality Service Co.
is; t110

51. Services Offered

LAWN MOWERS repaired.
Fix mowers, roto-tillers,
and small engines, 4365525.

CALL

LIMITED OFFER White baked enamel
storm windows. Priced
same as mill finish
windows for limited time.
Aluminum Service Co.,
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence, 492_
8879

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Tjafl Star,
ique, Good
Fold down
1
2 mile east
used traitirs,/
of
d 641 intersection.
affinville, Ky. Phone
BREAKING AND discing
527-7807.
gardens. Call 753-5737.

MODERN DRAIN cleaning
service-clogged up sinks,
toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490.

AIR
CONDITIONING

ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY. Siding,
awnings, aluminum trim,
storm windows and doors,
gutters. Will Ed Bailey,
Bobby
or
492-8897
Lawrence, 492-8879.

ELECTROLUX VACUUM
cleaners and carpet
shampooers and shag
attachments, bags. Call
Tony Montgomery, 753ONE 1956 T-Bird, one 1957
6760.
T-Bird. Ran out of
storage. See Bob Cook at
Hazel. No phone calls.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
DUNE BUGGY, fiberglass
installed
per
your
body. Built in California,
specifications. Call Larry
is nice. Price $950. Call
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
753-0165.
estimate.

1973 MG convertible Call
753-4707.

FOR all

WILL MOW lawns and do
light hauling. Call 4892460.

53. Feed And Seed
GARDEN
SEED
at
Murray Ford Tractor,

54 Free Column
FREE -Two kittens need
a good home. Will make
loveable pets. Call 4385420.

Furches Jewelry

1

1870 MUSTANG, 2nd
owner, low mileage, good
condition. See at 507 S. 7th
Street.

WILL MOW Lawns. Call
McMillen 753-9635 Or
Noffsinger 753-3197.

GARDEN BREAKING,
discing and bushogging.
Call 753-4838.

JEEP CJ.-3A, new paint, LAKELAND CONgood mechanically, good
STRUCTION - gravel
tires, Call 753-5532.
hauling, backhoe work,
driveway and storage
PICK-UP, 1967 Chevrolet,
sheds Call 436-2505.
V-8, straight shift. Phone
753-5201 or 753-2493.
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric
1973 340 DUSTER. Silver
Repair Service. No jobs
with .black stripes. Air
too
small. 436-5642
conditioned, air shocks,
anytime during day.
power
brakes' and
steering. $2100. Call 7530100 before 5 p. m. and
CLAYTON AND JARVIS
753-3484 after 6 p. m.
Painting Companyinterior and exterior.
1974 EL CAMLNO Classic,
Commercial and
loaded, 8,000 miles. Call
residential. Quality work,
474-2257.
reasonably priced. For
free estimate, call 4371972 BUICK Electra, air
4790 or 437-4712.
conditioned and full
power. One owner, local
car, $2250. Call 753-5532.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop ( old ice
1969 DATSUN truck. Call
plant).
Complete
753-9819.
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
1968 FORD truck, 250 formica work, finish
series. Heavy duty with 4- carpentry, contracting.
speed transmission. Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
Price: $600. Call 753-0165. nights.

1972 DODGE Polaro, 4door, with air. New tires,
rebuilt engine. Can be
seen at 908 Sycamore.

Si. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

PAIN1972 BUICK LeSabre EXPERIENCED
do interior or
•
'TER
will
Power and air. $1950. Call
exterior work by the hour
753-6108.
or job. 753-8343.

WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.

ACRES.Jand, six
American Dancetime *
11: THREE
*
room house, double
*
* carport. Call 753-9378, 753*

*
*
*
*
*
*

49. Used Cars & Trucks

._ 113 S.Ath Street
Murray
or dependable watcH
and jewelry repair

Factory Approved
Accutron Service

FREE, THREE kittens
; need a good home. Call
' 753-4307 after 5 p. m.
TWO KITTENS - one black
one white, declawed, have
all shots. 6 months old.
Call Don Tucker, 753-4342
or 753-1930.

Congratulations
David
On Your Graduation.
From

Personnel of the
Ledger 8. Times
Real Estate and Household

AUCTION
Saturday May 31, 1975 - 10:00 a. m.
Hwy. 641, one mile north of Almo Heights

The Breford Turner Home
Offering nice 5 bedroom brick house with basement,
outbuildings, 3.6 acres of land, just a few milesfrom
University, shopping centers, churches and schools
with good neighbors. Owen Billington, Bel-Air Shopping Center of Murray, Kentucky 'associate of
Stroud Real Estate Agency is sponsoring the Real
Estate Auction at 1 p. m. with reser% ation privilege.
Will sell practically new hard rock maple poster
bedroom suit, springs and mattress. Another nice
suit, a sectional living room suit and a couch, chair
and living room suit. Colored TV, see through oven
stove, refrigerator, nice 6 chair dinette suit. 6 Other
matching chairs. Air conditioner, vacuum cleaner,
two 6 stack electric heaters, pole lamp, treadle
sewing machine, eight day Ingraham mantle clock,
buffet with three drawers and two small doors.
Beautiful wicker baskets. Colored glass, butter
dishes, compote, dishes, cooking utensils, canned
fruit, jars, kraut jars, hen on nest, center table,
quilts, handwork- dinner kettle, two( Turkey Creek
church pews, plows, truck sides, baled hay lifter
and boxes of miscellaneous. Eats and drinks. Not
responsible for accidents. Detailed announcements
day of sale.

Perry Shoemaker, Auction Service

Douglas Shoemaker
App. Auctioneer
Phone 753-3375
Cohen Turner, Executor of Estate
Phone 527-7383

AUCTION SALE
Saturday May 31st - 10:00 a. m.
at the late Mrs. A. D. Starks Home 1103 Circarama Drive. Turn off 12th
Street at South Side Restaurant.
. Will sell furniture, appliances, glass, china and antique items. Some very special
hand made primitive pieces. Hand made cherry poster bed, 150 years old, matching
night stand, fancy old rocker, 2 fancy old trunks, half poster bed and night stand, picture frames, spool leg table with claw feet and glass balls. Maple end tables, typing
desk, bronze tone, dinette suite, recliner and odd covered chairs, nice couch, R. C. A.
color TV, brass paper basket, swallow table lamps, floor lamps, chest of drawers,
fancy oak dresser, Singer cabinet sewing machine, fans, heaters, buffer, vacuum
sweeper, lamps, G. E. automatic washer, large lot of glass and china, what nots and
trinkets. Stone pitcher, old crystal, lots of cooking utensils, hand tools of all kinds.
This is just a partial listing.
for Information. Call:

GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, rototillers, and small engines
436-5525

Chester and Miller Auction Service
435-4128 or 435-4144, Lynn Grove
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Deaths and Funerals

Funeral Is Today
For Johnny Russell
Funeral services for Johnny
Lynn Russell are being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. William

Johnny L Russell
Sullivan, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Benton, where
the young man attended church,
officiating.
The song service is by the
Sugar Creek Quartet. Serving
as pallbearers are Danny
McCuiston, Mickey, Marty, and
Monty SU:Pm, Tony Collie, and
Roy Done'son. Burial will be in
tht Fossett Cemetery in
Calloway County.
The young man, age 16,
drowned Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.
at the Town and Country Resort
on Jonathan Creek. He was a
sophomore at Marshall County
High School. His father, Joe
Russell, died September 6, 1967.
Survivors are his mother,
Mrs. Robbie Donelson Russell,
Benton Route Five; grandfather, Wes Russell, Murray
Route Six; five brothers,
Jimmy and Jerry of Chicago,
Jeff, James, and Jackie
Russell, Benton Route Five.

Rites Are Friday
For Frank Byers
Final rites for Frank Byers of
Hardin will be held Friday at
one p.m. at the chapel of the
Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
with Ronald Childers and Ray
Linn officiating. Burial will be
in the Barnett Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Byers, age 90, died
Tuesday at 11:20 p.m. at the
Calvert City Convalescent
Center.
He is survived by six
daughters, Mesdames May Dell
Lee, Pauline Henderson, Irene
Hill, Louise Childers, Thelma
Thorn, and Ava Lou Puckett;
three sons, Linville. Willard,
and Charles Byers; forty-seven
grandchildren; eighty-three
great grandchildren; seven
great great grandchildren.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.2,
down 0.2. Below dam 31:06.8, up
1.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.1,
down 0.4. Below dam 315.3, up
7.1.
Sunset 8:08 p. m. Sunrise 5:40
a. m.

George C. Fox Dies
From Injuries When
Struck By Train

Mrs. Sumner Dies
At Westview With
Rites Saturday
Mrs. Sydney Sumner of
Mayfield, mother of Mrs. Ruby
Tucker of Murray, died Wednesday about noon at the
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray. She was 86 years of
age.
The deceased was the widow
of C. S. Sumner. Born October
12, 11188, at Cadiz, she was the
daughter of the late Henry
Jones and Sara Hargrove
Jones.
Mrs. Sumner is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Tucker of
Murray, Mrs. Lula A. Joiner of
_Akron, Ohio, and Mrs. Juanita
Ricbie of Fairview, Th.; fdtir
sons, Sanford C. Sumner of
Mayfield Route Three, Earl M.
Sumner of Livonia, Mich.,
Charles R. Sumner of San
Antonio, Texas, and Robert
Thomas Sumner of Wayne,
Mich.; seven grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
James Tharp officiating. Burial
will be in the Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield. Friends
may call at the funeral home.

Mrs. Morgan Dies
.At Age 31 At The
Local Hospital
Mrs. Virginia Goodman
Morgan of 509 Cherry Street,
Murray, died Wednesday at
10:10 p. m.- at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her
death at the age of 31 followed
an extended illness.
The deceased was the wife of
Rev. Donald Morgan, minister
of the Chestnut Street General
Baptist Church here. Born
February 7, 1944, in Butler
-2-otuity, she was the daughter of
Violet Belcher Goodman and
the late Roy Harold Goodman.
Mrs. Morgan is survived by
her husband, Rev. Donald
Morgan, one daughter, Teresa
Lynn Morgan, age 10, and two
sons, Robert Michael Morgan,
age 11, and Barry Ray Morgan,
age 13, all of 509 Cherry Street.
Murray; mother, Mrs. Violet
Goodman
of Lewisburg;
grandmother, Mrs. Thelma
Belcher of Indianapolis, Ind.;
four sisters, Mrs. Brenda Littlepage of White Plains, Mrs.
Joan Brooks, Mrs. Sharon
Johnson, and Miss Shelie
Goodman,all of LewiSburg; one
brother, George
Russell
Goodman of Lewisburg.
Friends may call at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home until
eleven a. m. on Friday when the
body will be transferred to the
Price
Home,
Funeral
Lewisburg, where funeral
services will be held Saturday
at two p. m. with Rev. Jerry
Hendley of Murray officiating.
Burial will be in the Fitzhugh
Cemetery at Lewisburg.

Grand Open Of Country Music
Barn To Be Held On Saturday

I

George Carter Fox of
Hammond, Ind., father of local
persons, died Sunday from
injuries sustaiatectyben struck
by a train.
He was 48 years of age and
was a welder for Purdy Steele
Company of Hammond. He Was
Ronnie Pool, president of District 17 Unit 1 of Licensed
a member of a Baptist Church.
Practical Nurses, presents a check for $100 scholarship to
Born September 29, 1926, in
ha Bynum, student of the Murray School of Practical NurStewart County, Tenn., he was
sing.
the son of the late Carter Fox
and Vila Travis Fox.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Sue A. Tucker Fox, Hammond,
Ind.; five daughters, Mrs.
(Continued from Pme 1)
Cathay.. Parrish-- of —Nee;'
Providence, Mrs. Janice Smith widows will be- held- - next - The Poplar 41ring BABY
and Mrs. Jennie Smith, both of Monday morning following a Church will have its annual
Murray, and Misses Tina and brief , business
session. Vacation Bible School starting
Susie Fox of Hammond, Ind.; Presenting the service will be Monday, June 2, and continuing
six sons, Jerry Fox of Lynn the Paris District. The through Friday, June 6.
Grove,, David, Tony, Bobby, memorial sermon will be Classes will be held from nine
Tracy, and Jereld Fox, all of delivered by Johnson Easley, to 11:30 a. m. For tranHammond, Ind.; two sisters, minister of the Greenfield- sportation call 436-5450.
Mrs. Bonnie Hicks of Murray Brock's
Chapel
United
and Mrs,. Maggie L. Dawson of Methodist Churches. Soloist will Homecoming Is
Sunday
Dover, Tenn.; three brothers, be Mrs. Jim Taylor. The service
D. W. Fox of Murray, Prince L. will be concluded with the At McDaniel Cemetery
Fox of Lynn Grove, and Marvin celebration of the Lord's
The McDaniel Cemetery,
L Fox of Hammond, Ind.; five Supper.
located northeast of Alma, will
grandchildren.
Matters scheduled to come have its annual homecoming on
The funeral is being held
before the conference include: Sunday, June 1.
today at one p.m. at the chapel
Election of 16 lay and 16 A basket dinner will be served
of the Anglin Funeral Home,
Dover, Tenn., with Rev. D. W. clerical delegates to General at noon. All persons interested
and Jurisdictional Conference, in the upkeep of the cemetery
Billington officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are two resolutions proposing are asked to please bring or
Larry Smith, Max Parrish, capital funds campaigns send their donations for the
totaling $3,500,000 proposals to coming year, a spokesman said.
Chester and Pete Fox, Darrell
Hopkins,and Andy Scalf. Burial increase equitable salaries and
will be in the Hicks Cemetery group insurance premiums, a
near old Model in the Land document calling for restructuring of the Conference Council
Federal State Market News Service,
Between the Lakes.
May 26, Mayfield, Ky.
on Ministries, acceptance of Monday
Grayes County Livestock Market:
1976 priority ministries, action Livestock weighed on arrival.
Compared To Two Weeks Ago'
on
General
Conference Slaughter
steers &
steady,
petitions, and adoption of the Slaughter cows 2.00-3.00 heifers
lower, Slaughter
bulls
2.00
lower, Feeders 1,00-2.00 lower.
1976 budget of $1.3 million.
Slaughter Steers: Choice 780-860 lbs.
The election of delegates to 40.00-42.75.
Slaughter
the general and jurisdictional 4000.41.75. Heifers: Cboice 800140 lbs.
Good 750440 Its 32.00-36.00.
conferences occurs every four Slaughter Cows' Utility 19.50-21.75.
Cutter
17.50-19_50,
Canner 14.00-17,50.
years. The General Conference
Slaughter Bulls: Yield Grade 1-2 1300is United Methodism's highest 1455 lbs. indicating 77-79 carcass boning
legislative body and will meet in per cent 25.50-27.25.
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-500 lbs. 26.04
Portland, Ore., in April, 1976. 29.00, 500-700 lbs. 28.00-31.03,Good
300-500
lbs.
23.00-26.00,500-700 lbs. 224.00-26.00.
The jurisdictional conference,
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300-500 lbs. 21.00The purchase of Mother which will meet in July, 1976, is M.80, package of high Choice at
lbs. M.00-24 75. Good 300-600 lbs.
25.0,
18.00.
Goose Fashion in Bel-Air charged, among other things, 21.00.
Shopping Center has been with electing and appointing
announced by the. new owners, bishops.
Action Issue Workshops on
Charlie and Gayle Adams.
The business will now operate next Monday and Tuesday will
under the new name,"The Step deal with world hunger, '
evangelism, prison ministries,
Ladder."
Adams, is a native of Martin, human sexuality, and Christian
Tenn., where he attended public education.
Retiring ministers will be
schools and is a 1964 graduate of
the University of Tennessee recognized next Tuesday
College of Pharmacy. He is a morning. Those retiring are W.
registered pharmacist in J. Cunningham, Harry H.
Kentucky, Tennessee and Estes, and Dr. Wayne A. Lamb,
Arkansas and is currently all of Memphis; Dr. Carl M..
employed by Say-late Phar-'Robbins of Jackson, and L.
Ralph Rogers of Mayfield. Drs.
macy here.
His wife, Gayle, is a native of Lamb arid Robbins will be
Gideon, MQ., and was last retiring from the district
employed when the family lived superintendency of the Memin Martin. The couple has two phis Asbury and JacksOn
children, Angel and Melissa and Districts, respectively.
The conference will be conthe family resides on Magnolia
St. They attend the Memorial cluded on Wednesday afternoon, June 4, with a covenant
Baptist Church.
The Adamses invite all the service and the reading of the
people of Murray and Calloway pastoral appointments for 1975County to visit them at the store 1976 by Bishop Finger.
and get acquainted.

Methodist. ..

Poplar Spring To
Hold Church School

Market Report

Children's
Store Here
Purchased

The grand opening of the
Kentucky Lake Country Music
Barn,located on Highway 121 at
New Concord, will be held
Saturday, May 31, at eight p.m.,
according to the owners, Mr.
and Mrs. L K. Parker.
Kentucky Congressman
Carroll Hubbard will make a
guest appearance at the special
g;flind opening night which will
feature a star-studded cast of
entertainment and $100 worth of
free country hams to be given
away.
The barn opened earlier this
year with shows each Saturday
night featuring local and out of
town talent. Lee Dorman from
WDNX, Clarksville, Tenn., is
the operations manager of the
barn and serves as emeee of the_
shows. Dorman has had sixteen
years experience in radio,
television and the music
business, including managing

singers and bands, operating
his own record label, and two
publishing companies.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker are
originally from Calloway
County, but have been residing
in Clarksville for the past few
years. They are assisted by
their son, Al Parker, who is one

Typing Class Will
Start Monday At
Vocational Center

The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center will have a
Typing Class beginning June 2
at 8:00 a. m. for high school
dan-To--enter a. student _
must be 15 years cif- age by
October, 1975. Adults may also
enroll in the class for Typing I
or Typing II. High school
students will be given /
1
2 credit
upon completion.
The class will be held from
June 2 until June 27 from 8:00 a.
m. until 12 noon each day,
The time of church service for Monday through Friday. High
Good
Shepherd
United School students will be required
Methodist, Highway 121 east, to purchase their books. Adult
New Concord Road, has been students must pay a $5.00
changed to 9:30 a. m. each registration fee and purchase
Sunday.
their book.
Sunday School will follow the
To enroll, call the Murray
worship hour at 10:30 a. m. This Area Vocational Education
change of hour will continue Center at 753-1870 between the
until June 1976 and is brought hours of 8:00 a. m. and 3:30 p.
about by alternating the tirne of
services between Martin's
Chapel and Good Shepherd, two Wranglers Riding Club
churches on the same charge.

Good Shepherd To
Change Services

Church School At
Bethel On Monday
The Bethel United Methodist
Church, located 3/
1
2 miles east
of Murray, will have its annual
Vacation Church School from
Monday,June 2, to Friday, June
6, . with classes for nursery
through tenth grade from one to
3:30 p. m.
On Sunday,June 8, at seven p.
m. a closing program will be
held at the church.
All children in the community
are invited, said Mrs. Phillip
Rogers, director.

Plans Ride On Friday

of the founders of the regular
Bluegrass, Mark and Al and the
Bluegrass Travelers.
Local talent appearing at the
Barn since its opening include
Janice and Jim Allbritten, Bun
Wilson, Gene Turner, Tonda
Parker West, Larry Dunn,
Danny Mack, and Karen
Allbritten. -Many others have
appeared but are not listed in
the special program.
Since its opening the Barn has
also featured special gospel
music programs on Sunday
afternoon.
Many of the tourists as we'd as
local persons make the shows at
the Kentucky Lake Music Barn
a regular event on their
schedule for Saturday npght.

amngiy.
(Continued from Page 1)
Commission.
The Murray Marathoners, a
group dedicated to the running
sport, recently elected Rev.
Mattingly as their vicepresident.
Under Rev. Mattingly's
leadership, a new church
building and rectory was
constructed and dedicated in
1963. The old church on the
corner was renovated for an
activity center and named
Gleason Hall. A parish council
was formed to help direct and
promote church activities.
Special guests invited to the
dinner celebration are Rev.
Mattingly's two sisters and
their families from Owensboro.
Rev. Richard Danhauer of St.
Thomas
Church,
More
Paducah, will be the main
speaker.
The arrangements are being
handled by the Silver Jubilee
Committee with Mrs. Donald
Burke as chairman. Others on
the committee are Mrs. Joe
Gertzen, Mrs. Arthur Lynch,
John Resig, and Larry Wheeler.

Vo

The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday night, May 30,
at the riding pen located on the
Van Cleve Road. Riders may
participate in 26 events. The
public is welcome to come and
ride.
The concession stand will be
open, serving sandwiches,
pizzas, candy and cold drinks
and french frys. Spectators are
invited to come and watch the
GRASS FIRE
show *and plan to treat their
Murray City Firemen were
family to a meal out.
. called to Belmont Court at 6:52
The first class will start at p. m. Wednesday evening
where
7:30 p.m.
a grass Fire was extinguished.
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Persons May Donate
Items, Local Woman
Mrs. Ruby Farris of Murray
Route Four, Taylor's Store
community, lost all of her
household goods and furnishings in a fire that destroyed
her home on Monday night, May
12.
Persons having items of
housekeeping articles or linens
to donate to Mrs. Farris who
has now rented her house may
take them to the home of Mrs.
Buster (Opal) Paschall in the
Taylor's Store community

STOCK MARKET

sow,

We'd like to wish every
grad an abundance of success and best of luck for the
.future. To get off to a good
start, see us for savings accounts, all banking needs.
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Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon
today furrushed to the Ledger &
I. M Siznan Co. ale as follows- ilmes by

Commencement means a start you've completed a phase of your life...and now you're
going to start another. Our hopes and best
wishes go with you. Best wishes graduajes of

Murray and
Calloway County High

Hutson Chemical Co.

Airco
Amer Motors
Ashland Oil
AT&T
Boise Cascade
Ford
C,en Motors
Gen 71re
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Singer
Tappan
Western Uni,
r.
Zenith

17% inc
5% me
20% UDC
46% +Air
. 21% -Ma
3634 +44
43% -44
14`.4
17% .%
19%
44
24% 4-4
14% •44
14,
one
14'4
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,

Prices of dock of local interest at
noon,
EDT, today, furruahed tr. the
&
Times by First of Michigan. Ledger
Corp. of
.Murray,areas followsU.S. Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
int171blTexaco
General MC
GAF Corp...
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
.
Franklin Mint
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